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EDITORIAL

For the peace of Jerusalem pray:
"Peace be to your homes!
May peace reign in your walls;
In your palaces, peace."
For love of my brethren and friends
I say: "Peace upon you!"
For love of the house of the Lord
I will ask for your good.
(Ps. 122, 6-9)

The theme for this issue of Dominican Monastic Search
is : Peace in the Monastic Context. We are all painfully
aware of the absence of peace on the world political scene.
But what of Christ's peace which must reign in our hearts,
as individual nuns and as communities? Freguently, if not
daily, we pray for the peace of that "Jerusalem" which St.
Bernard and other authors identify with the monastery,
wherein the monks or nuns dwell together in unity. The
papers and artwork published here explore both the ideal and
the reality expressed in this image. Using the riches of
our tradition and enhancing it with their own experience,
the sisters make it clear what this peace consists in and
how we may foster it. They also bear witness to the deep
faith conviction that the peace we hold within can have a

genuine impact on the world at large.

We continue this year to have a separate section
devoted to Dominican monastic tradition. Two of the
articles bear on the meaning of study in our life and one on
manual labor as a monastic observance, while a fourth,
translated from Spanish, speaks of the perennial
attractiveness of our way of life. The issue fittingly
closes with a review of a small work by Vicaire on St.
Dominic in Languedoc.

This is the tenth volume of DMS published by the
Conference. Paging through past volumes, I note with
satisfaction the way in which we have gradually clarified
the publication's purpose and improved its format and
appearance. More importantly, I observe the continued
improvement in quality of style and clarity of expression in
the papers themselves. So far we have succeeded in
"fostering the Dominican monastic contemplative life by the
sharing of insights gained from study and prayer." Let us
go forward with vigor along the path we have begun!

Sr. Mary Martin, O.P.
Summit



PEACE

Sr.Mary Joseph, 0. P.

Newark, New Jersey

In the Old Testament the Hebrew word for peace, Shalom, is derived from the
root 'slm' which means to be whole, complete; a social and personal well
being. The richness of meaning in the concept of peace is evident in many
Old Testament texts. The common greeting "peace be with you" had its origin
in scripture.

For the Prophets peace appears increasingly as a spiritual good rather than
only a social well being. Jeremiah referred to the absence of peace when he
cried out, "'Peace, peace!', they say, though there is no peace." which was
a reaction against the false prophets who made peace their slogan in the
midst of spiritual corruption. (Jer.6:14) The prophet Isaiah fortells the
birth of the Prince of Peace as well as the ultimate triumph of justice and
peace where the wolf will be the guest of the lamb. (Is 1 1 : 6 ; 65: 25)

In the New Testament peace involves a twofold aspect: objectively,
salvation and right relationships between men; subjectively, the serenity
and tranquility of soul that comes from a deep awareness of being
reconciled with God and from triumph over all evil. The author and
dispenser of all peace is God; the mediator and channel is Jesus Christ.
This messianic peace is presented as the possession of the Christian even
in the present world. (Lk 1 : 79; 2: 14; Acts 9:31) Those whom Jesus cured He
often sent away with the words, "Thy faith has saved thee; go in peace."
(Lk 7:50)

Jesus explicitly left us His peace as a parting gift, "My peace I leave you,

My peace I give unto you." (Jn 14:27) And yet, in a seemingly contradictory
statement He says at another time: "Do you think I have come to bring peace
on earth? No, I tell you, but rather division." (Lk 12:51) Jesus utters the
same threats as the prophets of old, attacking a peace which conceals a

false spiritual security. And it is this false security or peace which we
as contemplative nuns must look at. Can we not also become complacent with
an obvious admiration of the world which brings a certain sense of peace
and security with it, or do we look beneath this to the reality of our
spiritual lives? Jesus gives, with His peace, the Holy Spirit and power to
overcome sin and this complacency.

On May 29,1991 our Holy Father John Paul II chose as his weekly catechesis
the theme of the Holy Spirit: Principle of Peace. "Peace is the great
desire of contemporary humanity", was his opening remark. He goes on to say

that "It comes in two principal forms: the elimination of war as a way to
solve disputes between nations or states - and the resolution of social
conflicts by achieving justice." He sees this as reason to rejoice because
it represents a human awareness of justice and peace on both a social and

international level. However, the Holy Father goes on to point out that
unless a higher principle is the basis of this search for peace, conflicts
will continue to emerge. "According to revealed doctrine," he goes on to

say, "this principle is the Holy Spirit, who gives spiritual peace to
individuals, and the inner peace which becomes the basis of peace in

society." He adds, this is "obviously true for peace of mind and heart
within Christian communities."



The opening paragraph of the Dictionary of the Bible (Xavier Leon -Dufour)
on the topic 'Peace' reads: "Man desires peace from the very depths of his
being. But he is frequently ignorant of the benefits for which he intensely
aspires; and the paths he follows in order to obtain it are not always the
ways of God." The Holy Father confirms this by saying that when the Holy
Spirit reigns in our hearts, he stirs up the desire to use every effort to
establish peace in relationships with others on every level. The promptings
of the Holy Spirit go in the direction of peace, not in the direction of
anxiety, discord, dissent and hostility. There can be legitimate difference
of opinions on particular points and on the ways of reaching a common goal,

but the impulse of charity is toward profound concord and unity in the good

willed by the Lord. The Holy Father quotes St. Paul: "God is not the God of

disorder but of peace." (1Cor14:33)

What are the ways of God which bring us, as contemplatives, this peace?
While peace has been defined as a social and personal well-being, it is

also a state of conquering or defending; it is a victory over some enemy.

Peace then, is what is good in opposition to what is bad. Man obtains this
divine gift (and it is listed as one of the fruits of the Holy Spirit)
first of all through prayer, as well as through the 'activity of justice.'

Thomas Merton, in his book 'New Seeds of Contemplation' (Pg 81,83), writes
of the quest for peace. He stresses the need for the solitude which
nurtures peace. It is not a solitude which runs away from others but one
that allows us to experience the inner emptiness which God alone can
satisfy. Merton suggests that we often run away from the pain of this
emptiness and seek to fill it with 'hectic busy-ness'. We have all

experienced this; but perhaps have not recognized it for what it is: a

putting aside of the "one thing necessary".

The terms Peace and Justice are often combined in our modern world. The
former is the fruit of the latter. "The harvest of justice is sown in peace
for those who cultivate peace." (Jm 3:18) How do they operate in community
life? In the person who has charity, the functioning of all the appetites
are united in a constant effort of love toward God. This peace brings with
it harmony and order, whereas conflict is always divisive. Charity directs
the will to one's neighbor in respect, understanding and love. Justice is

an active expression of that love.

Peace is implicitly listed among the beatitudes enunciated by Christ:
"Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God"
(Mt 5:9) He did not say 'peace lovers' but 'peace makers'. Peace is bought
at a price, especially in community living. It is here where we enter into
the true peace of Christ who laid down his life for us. Sacrifice is often
the price of peacemaking within community.

The way of 'Peacemaking' is clearly defined in Paul's letter to the
Corinthians (1Cor:13). In place of the word 'charity', I will substitute
the word 'Peacemaker'. I consider it to be a blueprint for those truly
seeking to impart the peace of Christ, Who alone can give peace.

The peacemaker is patient, is kind. She is not jealous, she does not
put on airs, she is not snobbish. The peacemaker is never rude.
She is not self-seeking, nor prone to anger; neither does she brood
over injuries. The peacemaker does not rejoice in what is wrong but
rejoices with the truth. There is no limit to her forbearance, to
her trust, her hope, her power to endure.



Jairus' Daughter

Wee Lass!

He called me so.

How could he know
those were the self-same words
my mother called

at each dawn's break?
(She would awake
me so:

"Wee lass, get upf)

"She is asleep," he said,

"not dead."

Three men stood there agape
as he slipped through
the gloom
of death-dark room
with Light's light tread,

paused at my bed
and, tender, said

"Wee lass, get up!"

Death fled.

Now Time has fled.

And I,

shrunk back to my child-size,

Hie
in death-dark room once more,
while at the door
death catches my dim eye ...

But more!
Slips through,
with Light's light tread,

the One who knew
my name,
slips through death's gap
like light,

slips through,

in flows,

dawn-rose,
cries:

"Riser

Sr. Mary Thomas, Buffalo
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MONASTIC PEACE IN SELECTED SCRIPTURAL TEXTS

Sister Mary Amata, O.P
Washington, DC

Each week we are reminded by St. Augustine: "The main
purpose for your having come together is to live harmoniously in
your house, intent upon God in oneness of mind and heart." (Rule,
Chap. 1, #3) . "Living harmoniously in your house" is a
description of "monastic peace" that brings to mind the lovely
gradual psalm, #133:

How good, how delightful it is
for all to live together like brothers:

fine as oil on the head,
running down the beard,

running down Aaron's beard
to the collar of his robes;

copious as a Hermon dew
falling on the heights of Zion,

where Yahweh confers his blessing,
everlasting life.

The first footnote says that this psalm refers to "the brotherly
relationships binding priests and Levites in the Temple and holy
city" (Ps 133 a)

.

We can easily accomodate this text to our own life. Clearly
we have some, indeed many, experiences of this delightful
togetherness. But why is it compared to oil? and not just any
oil? When we search it out, this text refers to an "anointing
oil", a "chrism", that is used to consecrate Aaron to the
priesthood (see Exodus 30:22-32). We find here a very precise
mixture of aromatics and oil. In fact, the text actually gives
the recipe:

Take the choicest spices: of liquid myrrh five hundred
shekels, half this weight of fragrant cinnamon •— that
is, two hundred and fifty shekels — and of scented
cane two hundred and fifty shekels; of casia five
hundred shekels (reckoning by the sanctuary shekel) and
one hin of olive oil. These you are to compound into a

holy chrism, such a blend as the perfumer might make;
it is to be a holy chrism. (Exodus 30:22-25)

Notice that there is a very large quantity of this chrism that is
produced. (If you convert the weights to more contemporary
equivalents, it totals approximately 37 lbs!) And how does "the
perfumer" make this blend, except by crushing all these different
ingredients together, breaking them apart, grinding them
together, so none can be distinguished from the other!

Now, this chrism is used to sanctify not only Aaron and his
sons (the other priests) but also the Tent of Meeting, all its
furnishings, the Ark of the Testimony, and all the accessories



used in the worship of Yahweh. (see Exodus 30:26-32). Psalm 133
makes it plain that all the persons and objects to be anointed
are to be copiously anointed, not just "sprinkled". So we have
about 37 pounds of this chrism being poured all over Aaron, his
sons, and all the sacred places and vessels. Imagine what a
"mess" this produces. But imagine too, how thoroughly COVERED
everything is with the chrism. Is there any crevice, any nook or
cranny that would not be consecrated by contact with this "oil"?

Another image of the "copiousness" of this anointing is the
"Hermon dew falling on the heights of Zion". This is the dew
that the prophet Hosea used to signify just how much Yahweh
desired to bless his people. "I will fall like dew on Israel.
He shall bloom like the lily and thrust out roots like the
poplar, his shoots will spread far; he will have the beauty of
the olive and the fragrance of Lebanon." (Hosea 14:6-7). We all
know about how dew falls — or better, "where" it falls. Dew is
everywhere, when it is anywhere. Isn't this why Gideon's
"fleecing" was such a specific sign/answer? (see Judges 6:36-40)
It follows that the "Hermon dew" thoroughly covers everything.
Consider the loveliness of the "lily", the steadfastness of the
"popular", the "olive's" fresh flavor and the sweet smelling
"Lebanon cedar". Each of these "creations" is very different,
and yet the same "dew" still nourishes each one of them. When
Hosea says that "Yahweh confers his blessings" as freely and
abundantly as the dew, we can understand that God's blessing are
conferred on each and every heart in the monastery, nourishing
each one as it needs to be nourished'

Returning to the topic of our monastic peace: let us

realize that each one of us is one of these "choicest spices"
chosen by Jesus to make the chrism of peace, that is our common
life. Remember that the ingredients are first crushed and then
so thoroughly mixed together that no one substance can be
distinguished from any other ingredient! Isn't this exactly what
happens when we individuals become a community "intent upon God
in oneness of mind and heart"?

I have been developing the idea that the image in the Rule,
"living harmonously among ourselves", can be pictured as an all
pervading peace, that this can then be compared to the anointing
chrism of the covenant. I think that the Gospel calls us farther
— to consider just how this "chrism" sets us apart and makes us
lights on a mountaintop, to use the image of St. Dominic's
feastday Gospel, (see Mt 5:14-16).

When we turn on a light, we rarely think about how it works,
we just expect it to work. In biblical times lights were a

little more explicit, the user was aware that some source of fuel

was being burnt up to provide the light. And he knew that the
fuel supply had to be replenished. However, what about the
traveler passing by, in the valley below the mountain? When this



traveler looked up to the city set on the mountaintop, he did not
necessarily think of the fuel supply for this city's light.

The Book of Revelation says of the citizens of the heavenly
Jerusalem, "it will never be night again and they will not need
lamplight or sunlight, because the Lord God will be shining on
them." (Rev. 22:5) So, the "fuel" of the light radiated by this
"city" is Jesus. Our monastic communities are to be this "new
Jerusalem", "the city set on the mountaintop" . When the
travelers come past our monasteries, they see (experience) this
all pervading, radiant peace. Then they wonder what is the
source, the cause, the reason for it? There is only one answer,
as we all know well, Jesus!

Just like the traveler of Biblical times, not everyone who
knows of, or visits our monasteries will actually reflect on the
peaceful atmosphere that flows over us like oil on Aaron's beard.
Still, if they come into any contact at all with this peace, they
will definitely be anointed by it, too. Almost imperceptably , our
peace will spread from one person to the next, until the peace of
Jesus reaches every man, woman, and child on the earth!

Sister Mary Amata, O.P
Washington, DC

Scriptural quotations are from The Jerusalem Bible.

THE BUTTERNUT TREE

Laden with fruit

Haloing the cross

Guarding the Virgin

Stands the stately butternut

In the cloistered garden.

Welcoming the seasons

Shedding its beauty

Bursting into greenery

Capturing the sunlight

Faith stands awakened.

Sr. Mary Elizabeth, O.P.

SUMMIT



IMAGING FREEDOM

Two fragments of freedom
Quietly reach

Quietly touch their fullness.

Turtle Softly pressing
Pliable grasses

Wet
Dew wet.

Bending with the slow
Swoosh of webbed feet
Lifting, pulling.
Head leaning
Toes gripping turf.

Shell brushing grasses
Bent, smoothed,

Bent again.
Textured green
Bedded with morsels,
Crusted with dew.

As sun bathes shell warmly,
Light blends and unblends
Stroking grasses,

Releasing the full scent
Of a summer day.

Cloud Wisps streaming forward in the flow
Of air pulling light white:

White reaching white.
Lingering and relaxing,

Clasping white on white
Curling with a spurt of air:

Gently supported,
Resisting, yet supported.

Pulling cool towards cool,
Drawing white to white
On currents of strong air.

Feeling the breath, now warm and soft
Southerly, perhaps ,

Mo northern or eastern wind
Brushes so . .

.

Each image
A mirrored fraction,

Find its self
Freely in the Hand of God.

-Sr. Mary of Christ, LA



PEACE AND CONSENSUS

Sr. Jean Marie, O.P.
North Gui 1 ford

Peace is what our world is constantly seeking and it so often
seems to be such a very elusive gift. Consensus, also, is a word
we have heard spoken of frequently in recent years as a goal of
Dominican government. What are these two realities we hear so
much of and how do they fit together specifically in our
Dominican monastic life? These are the questions I wish to
address in this paper.

First I would like to look at these terms in the light of
Scripture and the Summa. This will serve as an introduction to
the main purpose of this paper: to see how peace and consensus
are related and work together in our chapter decisions and
practi cal living.

Peace and Covenant

True and lasting peace is a gift of God. In the Old
Testament perfect peace was seen as coming through God's will to
save. It is only in union with God's will that peace could be
attained. In the Hebrew mind this peace has a strongly material
sense, an earthly peace which would be a result of obedience to
the divine will and commands. In the Old Testament peace is
connected with Covenant and the Law. God reveals himself to his
people in the Law. This is a unifying fact in Israel's faith.
The Law is a gift of God reflecting the divine righteousness. In
this sense the Law was meant to be living and dynamic. The
complaint of God so frequently voiced by the prophets was that
the people forgot to live the Law from the heart and it became
mere formalism. God's Law ordered life. God was not only giver
of the Law but chose also to be bound by it through the covenant.

The Hebrew word shal orn is very comprehensive and our English
word "peace" is inadequate to translate all the levels of
meaning. It is a term indicating "wholeness," "well-being" and
"completeness" and includes action, such as "the action of
reestablishing things to their former state, their integrity." 1

In the biblical sense peace is a gift of God but also always
presupposes an active participation on the part of those enjoying
peace. It is not a static state of tranquillity, but a gift of
harmony and consistency of life, which is attained by a response
to the circumstances of life and the real world around us. Peace
implies a stability of relationship and "in a great number of
passages it denotes a relationship rather than a state." 2 It is
the harmony of one whose life is focused in God and obedience to
his will and thus is able to see the events of life in the divine
perspective of faith.
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Peace is linked with the covenant. The connection between
shalom and covenant is very strong and it is in the covenant that
stability of relationship and harmony of life find their root. 3

Peace results from right order and faithfulness to the Law. Law
was the manifestation of the righteousness of God and covenant
the manifestation of God's hesed , his f ai thf ul - love . The
covenant was God's binding of Israel to himself in faithful-love.
There was therefore both the idea of the gratuitous love of God
and the obligations (laws) which a mutual relationship of
faithfulness required.

The concept of law exercised so strong an
influence on the understanding of all social
relationship that even theological reflection
of the fellowship established between God and
man was decisively affected by it. 4

It is then through faithfulness to the Law and to the covenant
relationship with her faithful God that Israel would attain
peace. This peace was God's gift but at the same time called for
a response on Israel's part.

Finally only the reign of God will bring the fullness of
peace, when evil and discord cease because the knowledge of God
fills the whole earth and truth is possessed by all and peace is
our abiding state. This was the special message of the prophetic
literature. The prophets connected peace with salvation, the
gift of God's grace to restored Israel. They spoke of
righteousness and justice and strongly insisted that the gift of
peace and sin cannot exist together. True peace requires the
eradication of sin. It is then in righteousness, justice and
love that peace will be attained. Ultimately peace is for us the
perfect well-being of reconsti tution in God's image.

Covenant Language Expressive of Peace

There are certain Hebrew words that belong intimately to
covenant language: hesed (loving-kindness), sedek
(righteousness), mi spat (justice), and ' emet (truth). The
meaning of each of these words is seen more clearly by studying
their association with one another. These terms give definition
to the relation that exists between God and Israel through the
mutuality of the covenant commitment established by God. They
also express the concept of law. They explain "the contract of
both God and man as determined by these relations." 5 These words
along with the term "covenant" have both a juridical and
theological use.

The attitudes for living and the virtues that these terms
embody are the means to true peace. What is important to
understand is that, for the Hebrew, love, righteousness, justice
and truth were not merely interior spiritual dispositions
relating them to God, but always had reference also to the
immediate and concrete situation of community and life. They
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called for personal commitment.

Let us now look briefly at each of these concepts. The
most important one is hesed . It has been translated as "mercy,"
"loving-kindness," "faithful love"; it is all of this and more.
Hesed is the word most expressive of the covenant. The term
presupposes a fellowship and is communal in nature. The loving
personal relationship between God and Israel carries with it
certain duties and obligations. Hesed is the trusting, loyal
love of commitment and faithfulness to the terms of covenant. It
is not a disposition but an act of faithfulness. H esed is conduct
exercised in relation to the other as a demonstration of the
relation. It is the reciprocal obligation demanded by the
covenant and in this sense is also a legal term. It is the
attitude, on the part of God or of humans, engendered by their
mutual relationship. H esed is love firmly established in what is
true, real and solid.

Closely and consistently associated with hesed is
[
emet

which can be translated as truth or fidelity. 6 Hesed and ' eme t

are distinctive characteristics of the just and righteous person.
Truth for the Hebrew is the quality of something stable and
proven, something reliable. It is that which has been put to the
test and proved to be solid and valid or binding. The word
includes sincerity, loyalty and the basic quality which makes the
human person reliable. [ Emet is close to those other Hebrew-
terms which express wholeness, shalom and hesed. All these words
indicate a "normal state," the way life is meant to be. ' Emet as
a legal term is related to the truth of a cause but it can also
signify a more general idea of truth. It can also refer to
reality, that which corresponds to divine and human order and
therefore is to be respected and believed. ' Emet is also
frequently used with the words mi spat , sedek , and shalom .

The Old Testament connects truth, righteousness and justice
with peace. Especially in the prophetic literature peace is a
key term associated with righteousness. Isaiah puts it very
succinctly: "And the effect of righteousness will be peace, and
the result of righteousness, quietness and trust forever" (32:17,
RSV). Righteousness is the norm for the state of peace which
will exist in the reign of God. Righteousness is intimately
linked to action. It is not enough to know what is right: one
must be capable of doing right. For the Hebrew "to be righteous"
is to be true, to be what you are supposed to be. The basic
meaning of the word is best understood when it is applied to
things such as weights. A righteous weight is what it is supposed
to be. Sedek therefore means moral rectitude and in Hebrew
thought suggests fullness and peace, the state of one who
responds to the truth of the situation. The righteousness that
the Scripture is speaking of is fidelity in fulfilling one's
covenant commitments in the circumstances of each day.

Mi spat is another Hebrew term closely associated with sedek
and has to do with the judgement of the particular and the
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capacity to render that justice which gives eacn one their right
due

.

Justice bespeaks a situation that transcends the
individual, demanding from everyone a certain
abnegation of self, defiance of self-interest,
disregard of self-respect. The necessity of
submitting to a law is derived from the necessity
of identifying oneself with what concerns other
individuals or the whole community of men. 7

Heschel's comment again brings the idea of righteousness and
justice back to covenant/community commitment. It is easy to see
how these terms are interrelated and converge around the same
ideas of stability, truth and just action in order to maintain
the cohesiveness and unity of the community. Such unity is the
ground of peace.

In the New Testament Jesus is called our righteousness and
our peace. He tells us he came not to abolish the law but to
bring it to perfection (Mt 4:17). The only time we see Jesus
angry is when he is confronted with those who are not what they
claim to be. In Mt 23:23 he speaks of law, justice, mercy and
faith and chastises the scribes and Pharisees for their external
keeping of the Law while neglecting its true purpose. Jesus
brings the Old Testament teaching to its completion. God's gift
of peace is completed and brought to perfection through the death
and resurrection of Jesus and made present to us and within us by
the gift of the Spirit. The New Covenant initiated by Jesus will
reach its perfect expression in his second coming when all things
will be brought into God and God will be all in all.
Perfect peace is a gift of the reign of God when all things will
be subjected to the Father and what is true and good is possessed
by al 1 .

Concept of Peace in St. Thomas

Thomas gives theological utterance to themes we have found
in scripture regarding peace. He quotes St. Augustine, "Peace is
tranquillity of order," proceeding from union with God's will.

Thomas says that peace is the direct fruit of charity.
First of all it is the result of God's love for us. Our response
to God's love includes the love of our neighbor. The possession
of charity implies two kinds of union: union with God, bringing
all the desires of the human person into "an ordered unity," and
union with our neighbor, bringing into harmony the desires of one
person and another, ultimately giving peace within society and
all human relationships. It is love that brings about this unity
by directing our focus to something greater than ourselves.
Peace therefore is the fruit of love, where we find ourselves in

God as our good and in others as we share our life in God. In
our creation and in the grace that has been given in Jesus we
possess together a unifying focus, a point of unity which is the
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love of God given to us in the Spirit.

In this world we can only have imperfect peace because we
cannot attain that perfect peace which is rest in God. Here
there remain obstacles within and witnout that disturb peace. We
do not yet possess that perfect harmony and concord that is the
gift of full peace. In perfect peace truth will be Known clearly
ana every desire fulfilled.

Thomas also reiterates that sin and true peace cannot exist
together for sin turns us away from that ultimate gift of peace,
which is possession of God. In embracing sin we turn from truth
to possess a lie.

Consensus

In the New Testament there is a Greek word, homot h ymadon ,

which gives a scriptural basis for consensus in christian
community. This in turn can be connected with the communal sense
of hesed , sedek ,

' emet and mi spat as covenant qualities.
Homoth ymadon , translated "with one mind," denotes the unity of a
group and in its most common usage carries the connotation of:

...common interest rather than personal feeling
and expresses reaction to some outside event.
In the New Testament it stresses inner unanimity
in response to teaching (Acts 3:6) or in prayer
(1:14)... It is a response to God's action for the
community and the world. 3

So in the early Church community, though their gatherings
represented very diverse persons, cultures and opinions, unity
was achieved through a common focus on the truth outside
themselves. The truth of God's presence and will among them was
expressed not only by an interior reality of the gift of the
Spirit, but also by an outer structure of life given to them by
Jesus and in his teaching.

When we move to Thomas he speaks of "concord" as an aspect
of peace. Consensus is a modern term and has a purely secular
meaning, not connected with religion. Yet when we use it in the
context of the ordering of our life we give it the deeper meaning
imparted by the Greek word homoth ymadon and the word "concord" as
dealt with by Thomas.

For Thomas peace includes concord and adds something to it.
Concord is the peace that exists between persons who, in spite of
their different feelings or opinions, come together in mutual
agreement. His concept of peace includes the two realities
mentioned above: the peace experienced within the person when
all one's desires are in ordered unity, and the union between
one's own desires and those of others. The latter is concord.
Referring to Aristotle's Ethics , Thomas says we do not all have
to hold the same opinions, as long as we agree on the essentials,
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what "makes for decent living." He also adds "..given agreement
on vital issues, dissention over minor matters is not opposed to
charity." 9 It is interesting to note that Thomas says to
disagree over trifles is not opposed to peace. Yet it is still
opposed to perfect peace because when we possess full knowledge
of God's truth, it will be known and shared by all, and unity in
that truth will be perfect. Such peace belongs to the reign of
God.

To sum up, both Scripture and Thomas point to the same
realities when speaking of peace. It is a "way of being" which
is found in union with God and the truth of God's creation. It
is not simply a matter of intellectual adherence but finds
practical expression in our lives as we seek to respond to God in
our convenantal relationship of fidelity and love, and to snare
with our neighbor that same love and fidelity.

Scripture sees peace in its completeness, as we have said,
as a gift of the reign of God when Jesus returns and hands all
creation over to the Father. Thomas speaks in theological terms
of the same reality: peace comes when there is unity in all our
appetites and desires because they are fixed in God. Scripture
links peace with the covenant realities of hesed , sedek , ' emet ,

and mi spat . Thomas speaks of peace as a condition which is
attained through the establishment of right and ordered relations
between God and human persons, in the individual and in society
as a whole. Both Scripture and Thomas speak of this order as
coming through knowledge of God, the first Truth; in grasping
this truth we are transformed. Our possession of peace is not
complete because we do not as yet have that clear vision or that
clear knowledge of truth. Sin still clouds our ability to see
and grasp the truth fully.

Peace and Consensus in Dominican Life

There is a primary connection shown in Scripture and Thomas
between the attitudes of the spirit and concrete living. It is
here that the spiritual reality of our vows and our commitment as
nuns in the Order of Preachers, seeking holiness, is connected to
and expressed though faithful and good exercise of our govern-
mental structures. In other words our responsibility in chapter
as a decision-making body is linked to our faithfulness in
seeking holiness by our way of life. We as individuals are bound
to a community of persons in God through Christ and this brings
with it certain inherent obligations that are not simply legal
but call for the kind of commitment imposed by hesed . Our
faithfulness to one another mirrors God's hesed toward us as his
covenanted people. The care to take up and exercise individual
responsibility for our common commitment is one of the ways we
have of practicing hesed , which is love that fulfills the
practical obligations for our growth in holiness.

God's hesed is manifested in the presence of the Spirit
among us. The stability and continuity in our life come through
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our response to the Spirit of God by hesed , that is, fidelity to
a personal and common seeking of the truth in righteousness and
justice. This is given practical application through mi spat , our
ability as a community to choose the good and make the right
decision for this situation in order to live our life fittingly
and in accord with what we have promised. In this we each are
able to share in the peace that comes with unity, imperfect in
this life but real and present to those who seek the Lord.

Our Fundamental Constitution states that we pursue
"communion through [our] manner of government" (V). In other
words, the proper use of our governmental structure is a means by
which we attain unity of mind and heart which is "the first
reason for which we are gathered together" (2,1). The Master of
the Order has spoken of the importance of chapter and community
meetings where discussion and understanding can take place in
order to arrive at what he calls "the collective consciousness of
a community leading to consensus." 10 The Dominican ideal of
government is not based on majority rule. We work toward
unanimity, a consensus that will facilitate acceptance and
implementation of chapter decisions. It is therefore here that
we can apply the covenant terms of hese d , sedek, '

e

met , and
mi spat to our practical living. In our ability to come to common
decisions that uphold and confirm our goals we empower and
strengthen growth and new life within the community.

Let us in this context look again at the Greek word
homothymadon

,

which carries the meaning of group unity through
agreement in a common concern, embraced by the whole group and
transcending the particular interest of any one member. One of
the elements prominent in our tradition and given to us by
Dominic himself is a clear vision of our goal as formative of our
living. This was distinctive of Dominic and lies at the very
heart of our foundational spirit. Dominic knew well his goal and
never lost sight of it. He used all the elements in a balanced
harmony to achieve the goal of the Order. LCM reflects this same
spirit in its enumeration of goals and means (35, II).

There is a new level of Chapter responsibility represented
in LCM. It calls for a greater unity among us and a deeper sense
of our communal responsibility. Therefore it is here that
developing "the collective consciousness of community" is such an
important task and one that truly reflects our faithfulness to
our commitment as Dominicans. The Dominican approach to
discernment and enactment of laws lies in understanding this
wonderful balance of elements found in the very structure of our
life. This is to be ' emet, stable and true. Both the members
and leadership in the Dominican tradition are directed by the
objective truth of the goal of our life expressed for us in our
laws and guidelines. This is the common focus that we as a group
look towards and which unites us in our diversity. Indeed it is
here we have the outward structure which gives a concrete form to
the inner reality of the communion we share in the one Spirit.
Our whole life is structured in such a way as to lead to
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conformity to Christ, union with God and sharing that life with
one another.

Faithful to our tradition, we have to be very clear about
our goals in order to arrive at consensus, envisioned as a
transcendent point beyond our diversity. We focus as a group
first on the objective reality we are dealing with in order to
seek a solution beneficial to our common life. Our different
insights help us to capture the multi-faceted aspects of truth.
Likewise our ability to come to good decisions as a group affirms
our common purpose and our determination to put our varying
opinions and desires at the service of the goals we have chosen.
Then, as Thomas pointed out, we will be at one in our desires and
in agreement on vital issues. We safeguard and maintain the
quality of our life by our communal task of enacting clear
legislation and directives. Peace flows from unity and love,
being "one mind and heart" in God. On the practical level we
respond to these gifts and ratify them, precisely through
obedience to the definitive purpose of our life to which each of
us, individually, has committed herself. A community that has a
clear insight into its identity, purpose and goals can arrive at
consensus much more easily.

Concl usi on

Now I would like to gather together the main points of this
paper. We are a covenant community, consecrated to God in the
Lord Jesus and through the Spirit. We have promised fidelity to
the God who has called us to live out our christian vocation in a
particular way. It is a faithfulness to the grace given to us as
individuals but it is also a promise of faithfulness to our
communal existence.

We govern ourselves responsibly and the norm for our
decisions is a responsibility to our Dominican spirit, the spirit
of our existence. We understand this through our history and
tradition and our present structure. It is a responsibility to
the Order and to the specificity of our life as given to us in
LCM. On the local level we have a responsibility to the
tradition of our particular community which is presented to us in

our directories. Our communities are given their identity
through each member and at the same time we possess also a
corporate identity. These three sources, the Order, LCM and the
spirit of our particular community draw on one another and form a

harmony and give total cohesiveness to our life. As LCM states:

The first reason for which we are gathered
together in community is to live in harmony,
having one mind and heart in God. This unity
transcends the limits of the monastery and
attains its fullness in communion with the
Order and with the whole Church of Christ
(I, 2.1).
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As was stated at the beginning of this paper: peace is
first of all a gift, the fruit of God's hesed , loving-kindness
and faithfulness to the covenant promises. God's righteousness,
truth and fidelity to us call for a reciprocal response of
faithful love. Allowing ourselves to be formed by the truth of
our existence we share in the righteousness of God and integrity
of 1 i f e .

Peace is a gift, but at the same time
active participation on the part of those w
particular way we have chosen to live our c

with God, in Jesus, is through the structur
Dominican monastic life. Such a commitment
obligation of faithfulness to our common go
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Praise God

Praise God in His glory in heaven above,
Praise Him for His goodness, His mercy and love.

Praise God for the wonders of all He's created,
Praise Him for His bountiful love unabated.

Praise God in His heaven by angels surrounded,
Praise Him in creation, it's beauty unbounded.

Praise God for His love, so great, beyond measure,
The One highest good, the soul's only treasure.

Praise our Father in heaven, His Son Who is Love,
And Their Spirit sent forth in the form of a dove.

Praise God Who is One, praise God Who is Three,
Who was, Who is now and Who ever shall be.

Sister Marian Dominic, OP
Lancaster, PA

The Maiden and the Messenger

Lovely, young maiden rapt in prayer,
When Gabriel's whisper fills the air.
Hail, full of grace, God's favored one,
Chosen to bear God's only Son.
How can this be since I know not man?
Fear not, Mary, that's part of God's plan.
The maiden, consenting, gives her nod,
The messenger returns to God.

Sister Marian Dominic, OP
Lancaster, PA
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MONASTIC PEACE

Sr. Mary of the Assumption, O.P,

West Springfield, Massachusetts

Pax et Bonum ! These words, engraved on a small plaque, grace one of our

cloister walls. They speak to us of a climate, a goal in which to live our
Dominican monastic life.

"Peace to men of good will." Peace was the first message of the Father
to us. The Word becomes incarnate to give glory to the Father and to bring
peace to the world. Paul begins his letters with:"Grace to you and peace
from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." The apostle associates
grace with peace because grace is the primary condition of peace. St. Thomas
comments: "Without grace it is impossible to have true peace." The
Father's message is peace, the Spirit is the Spirit of peace and Jesus is

m 4
Princeps pacis . "In his days may righteousness flourish, and peace abound.

The message of the risen Christ is: "Peace to you." All power in
heaven and earth has been given to him that he may be our peace. Specifically
monastic observances like solitude, silence, simplicity, austerity, vigils,
prepare us to receive a deep and lasting interior peace.

Monastic peace flows anew from each day's Eucharist. The sacrament is

one of love, unity and peace. When unity and peace with another sister have
been interrupted, that is the moment to "act with the directness of the believ-
ing heart... to go and do what love and repentance and magnanimity dictate...
"Forgive

7
honestly and sincerely and the sacred unifying circle will close

again." This should not be impossible for us. Abbot Andre Louf says the
very nature of woman is mercy. "Woman in her femininity is an image of God's
love. She reflects its goodness ,„its tenderness. She is an image of God's
solicitude: hesed , misericordia.

Dom Marmion says so beautifully that Christ establishes his own peace in
us when our soul like his responds "with a perpetual Amen to all He asks of us
in the name of the Father. 9 Peace for the monk and nun is won by conflict
and there are times when only love and silence can safeguard our peace.

In the Rule of Benedict we read in Chapter 4: "If you have a dispute
with someone, make peace with him before the sun goes down." 10 His great
desire for all his monks was"that all the members may be at peace." H
"And let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, to which indeed you were
called in the one body." **•

From Aquinas we learn that: "The .love of charity is necessarily
followed by joy. The perfection of joy is peace. . .Peace implies two things:
that no outward thing disturb us, and that our desires should come to rest in
one object. "13
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In his commentary on John 15: 12, ff
. , Eckart says: "Would not that

be a noble life if every man were devoted to his neighbor's peace as well as
to his own, and his love were so bare and pure and detached in itself that its
goal was nothing but goodness and God?" 14

When he was abbot of Ampleforth in England, Cardinal George Basil Hume,0SB
wrote that in the monastery there is a certain monastic instinct which we need
to develop to preserve our peace. The monastic attitude to the world is one of
frugality and simplicity. We "used these words in the past and they are still
the best," the Cardinal said to his monks. He went on to say that the preser-
vation of charity, (and therefore, peace), is helped by mutual encouragement,
example and enthusiasm. . .To work in the community with enthusiasm in an age ..

of self-criticism and questioning. . Vis a type of Kenosis , a self-emptying."
It is expected of us in the Church today, and consequently in the monastic
life. This attitude contributes to the peace of the individual and of the
community.

Some nuns, by their manner and speech, can convey a spirit of monastic
peace to others. In a community we are sometimes aware that a sister enjoys
a distinctive peace. Such a person not only possesses peace but can communi-
cate it to others. This is a gift for the whole community. "Wisdom from
above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle..." 18 "Aim at righteousness,
faith, love and peace, along with those who call upon the Lord from a pure
heart." 19

There can also be difficult moments during the monastic day when one
must offer the pax to oneself. When we are at peace with self, then we have
a gift to share.

Certain times of the day foster inner peace, especially times of prayer.

Having a special place for prayer can deepen one's contemplative life. During
summer months I find the woods on our hill such a place. I call it my green
cathedral. Pines, white birch, maples, cherry wood trees, form a new
enclosure, just for me. To experience reading, study, lectio, prayer in that

solitude is to know a joyful peace.

In winter when the gardens, trees and our enclosure hill are snow covered,

I walk near them and let them speak to me, in winter's chaste cold . and clear

air, of the eternal message of the Trinity, peace, heaven.

What day to day things foster peace in the monastic life? Some things

which I have found helpful are:

- Silence which safeguards charity and peace;

- Study which enriches our life in so many areas and deepens our love of

peace. Peace helps to further the virtue of studiositas , and study

itself deepens our love and practice of community peace.
- Our way of government provides an atmosphere of peace in which to live

our Dominican contemplative life.
- Options in the community foster peace for an individual and for the

group.
- Going apart for prayer and meals on a hermit day renews our peace.

- Accepting the mystery of Providence in our lives deepens our peace.



The Queen of Heaven, whom Catherine calls a Sea of Peace, leads us

through each monastic day until we offer her our last sung praise: Salve Regina!
It is through Mary and with Mary that the observances are carried out. "It

would seem that Mary lives most especially in those persons who, like her and
the Church, have 'fled into the desert, where a special place has been prepared
for her by God.'" 20

"Now may the Lord of peace himself give you peace at all times, in all
ways. The Lord by with you all." 21
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CALLED TO PEACE

Sr . Marian Dominic, o P o

Lancaster, PA

The following is a consideration of the peace of both individ-
uals and communities in the monastic context. The Modern Catholic
Dictionary defines peace as "first of all the absence of conflict,
but also the serenity experienced because there is no conflict. It
is the calm that accompanies the agreement of wills and is the
foundation of every well-ordered society." 1 St. Augustine tells us
that "the peace of the heavenly City lies in a perfectly ordered
and harmonious communion of those who find their joy in God, and in
one another in GodV^ This peace is the ideal of the monastic life,
the goal to strive for here on earth and to be enjoyed forever in
Heaven. Some of the main sources for this peace in the monastery,
for the individual nuns and for the community as a whole, are: the
order of the monastic life, union with Christ — especially through
our vows, and sisterly love and communio.

3St. Augustine describes peace as the "tranquility of order."
Through the order of the monastic schedule and lifestyle, the nuns
as individuals and as a community have a certain degree of peace —
at least on an exterior level. This is not to say that monastic
life is monotonous or that every aspect of monastic life and exist-
ence moves along with absolute precision and that the nuns are like
robots, mechanically going about their duties. What it does mean
is that, despite not infrequent changes — including last minute
ones — the monastic life and daily schedule possesses a certain
amount of orderliness and regularity. The nuns know with a fair
degree of certainty what their daily life and activities will be.
This orderliness serves to maintain an external sort of peace and to
support internal peace.

On a deeper level, the primary source of our peace in the mona-
stic life is our union with Christ, the Prince of Peace — especially
through our profession of the vows. For as St. Paul tells us,
"It is He (Christ) who is our peace." (Eph. 2:14a) The vows we
profess enable us to be a community of believers having one mind and
heart. (Acts 4:32) By means of the vows we are able to eliminate
many of the obstacles to peace and to promote an atmosphere and
attitudes which facilitate peace for the community and for the
individual. By putting the vows into practice, we become "of one
mind through obedience, bound together by love of things that are
above through the discipline of chastity, and more closely dependent
upon one another through poverty." (LCM #3. II) Thus the vows
promote unity within the monastic community. Furthermore, as St.
Augustine declares in his City of God , "Peace between a mortal man
and his Maker consists in ordered obedience, guided by faith, under
God's eternal law; peace between man and man consists in regulated
fellowship. The peace of a home lies in the ordered harmony of
authority and obedience between the members of a family living
together ."'*
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While St. Augustine is referring to the peace of a home, the same
is true of the peace of a monastic community as well. And the prime
reason for the existence of a monastic community and for our desire
for union with Christ must be our love for Him. Love of neighbor
must be present along with this love of God so that each flows out
of and nourishes the other. Pope Paul VI affirms this when he states,
"Let those who make profession of the evangelical counsels seek and
love above all else God who has first loved us and let them strive
to foster in all circumstances a life hidden with Christ in God.
This love of God both excites and energizes that love of one's
neighbor which contributes to the salvation of the world and the
building up of the Church.' This love, which gives life and direct-
ion to the actual practice of the evangelical counsels, "is poured
out in hearts through the Spirit of God, which is a Spirit of unity,
of harmony and of reconciliation, not only among persons, but also
within the interior of each person." Elsewhere Pope Paul VI avers
that "Only the love of God... calls in a decisive way to religious
chastity. This love moreover makes so uncompromising a demand for
fraternal charity that the religious will live more profoundly with
his contemporaries. On this condition, the gift of self, made to
God and to others will be a source of deep peace." 7

Furthermore, this love of God and neighbor which has been en-
joined on us by Christ himself (cf. Matthew 22:37-40) is the very
foundation of the Christian life, and obviously of the monastic life
as well. St. Cyprian refers to charity or love as the "bond of
brotherhood, the foundation of peace, the mainstay and security of
unity which is greater than both hope and faith, which excels both
good works and martyrdom, which will abide with us always, eternal
with God in the kingdom of heaven „" y We also know the high value
which our Holy Father St. Dominic placed on love, for as he lay
dying, he enjoined his spiritual children to have charity for one
another, (cf. 1 John 4:11) St Peter Chrysologus reminds us that
"we should love peace and cultivate harmony because they beget and
nurture love." However, the reverse is also true. Hence, where
there is love, there will be peace and harmony in a comparable
degree. In order to have peace and harmony in ourselves and in our
communities, we must practice all the virtues, but especially love.
The following text from St. Paul is very appropriate for describing
what sisterly love and communio are all about.' "Because you are
God's chosen ones, holy and beloved, clothe yourselves with heartfelt
mercy, with kindness, humility, meekness and patience. Bear with
one another, forgive as the Lord has forgiven you. Over all these
other virtues, put on love which binds the rest together and makes
them perfect. Christ's peace must reign in your hearts, since as
members of the one body you have been called to peace." (Col. 3:12-15)
Elsewhere St. Paul advises us to "...live a life worthy of the
calling you have received, with perfect humility, meekness and
patience, bearing with one another lovingly. Make every effort to
preserve the unity which has the Spirit as its origin and peace as
its binding force." (Eph. 4:1-3) St. Cyprian, commenting on this
text, says, "He (St. Paul) shows that neither unity nor peace can
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be maintained unless the brethren cherish each other with mutual
forebearance and preserve the bond of harmony by means of patience. "10
Moreover in our own constitutions we read, "Let all accept and
cherish one another as members of the same body, differing in
native qualities and functions but equal in the common bond of
charity and profession." (LCM #4. I.) St. Thomas Aquinas describes
the bond between love and peace in his Summa. He explains that
"Peace involves two kinds of harmony: order among our own desires
and harmony of those desires with other people's. Charity causes
both kinds of harmony, unifying all our desires in the love of God
with our whole heart, and making us want to fulfill our fellowman's
will as if it were our own." Thus by means of love, we are able
to live in peace with God, with ourselves and with our neighbor.
St. Thomas tells us that, "Peace and joy are both effects of charity's
love of God and f ellowman. "** Hence where there is love, there is
peace, and where there is peace, there is joy.

Although there are undoubtedly other sources of peace in the
monastic life, love of God and one's neighbor must be the root and
foundation of our peace in order for it to be real and lasting.
While striving to cultivate an external peace through the order of
our lives, and an internal peace through our union with Christ, and
our sisterly love and communio, let us "make it our aim to work for
peace and to strengthen one another." (Romans 14:19)
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PEACE AND RESTLESSNESS
IN ST. CATHERINE OF SIENA

Sr. Mary Regina, O.P.
Farmington Hills, MI

Truth and love stand as the two supporting columns in the
life, writing and spirituality of St. Catherine of Siena. The
river and runlets that flow in continuous current through these
central motifs are peace and restlessness. I have purposely taken
as subject matter for this article these opposites. To separate
them is to be deprived of the full effect of each since by the
interplay between them they are bound together like tight rope.

Restlessness and a longing for peace are obvious in the Church
and the civil struggles that prevailed in the fourteenth century.
It is not difficult to search out these qualities in the personal
history of St. Catherine. Less obvious, however, are the
contrasting themes of peace and restlessness in her spirituality.
This small study should illustrate to us that in our cloistered
Dominican life we need not be dismayed to find unrest and peace co-
existing or running one after another. The tension from one
provides strength and purpose for the other.

Peace and Restlessness in Catherine's Personal Life :

Peace and restlessness make an impressive weave in Catherine's
personal life, so that the strands that create a weave, run in
contrary direction to achieve a secure surface in Catherine's
entire thirty-three years.

In 1348 the terrible plague that will create havoc in the
lives of countless people, breaks out in Siena. Simultaneous with
this unrest is the birth of Catherine, the peace maker, just months
earlier in 1347. The infant, the twenty-third child born to Lapa
and Giacomo Benincasa, is the only child that was nursed at her
mother's breast. Raymond of Capua in his biography of Catherine
dwells on this point. Later, when Catherine would teach and write
her spiritual doctrine, the image of the child nursing fondly would
be used often to convey peace and tranquility. The devastating
plague dealt death, while the milk of comfort offered peaceful
nourishment and life.

Another contrast for Catherine was the Benincasa household.
Her family was comfortable middle class, which offered the child
stability and peaceful security for material goods and parental
care. In the midst of this, the family was large, heavy with
restless activity. Furthermore, the noise of the city entered the
house with every drift of the breeze. Within the walled-in Siena
there were oases of peace. Fonte Branda, a natural spring and
fountain, was the main source of water for Catherine's quarter of
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the city. Water was another frequent image she used to convey
peace. Water from Fonte Branda quenched the thirst, and washed
clean. It was life-giving, restorative. At San Domenico, the
Dominican Church just up the hill from the family hearth, Catherine
drank at the fountain of grace, the living water of the sacraments,
doctrine, liturgy and prayer. It was at this well-spring of
sacramental life that she experienced the vivifying peace of soul
that coursed through her psychologically and spiritually, creating
a wholeness and holiness. Catherine writes in a letter: "I am
saying, then, that when we gaze into this fountain, thirsty and
hungry for virtue, we begin at once to drink. We do not see or
love ourselves or anything selfishly, because we see everything in
the fountain of God's goodness. In him we love what we love, and
we love nothing without him".

The sorest test of her virtue came when Catherine was twenty-
one years old. It was the end of carnival time in Siena.
Catherine, nearly devastated with the temptation to give up all the
restraint she had built up interiorly , was tempted fiercely to throw
herself into the attractive invitations of Carnival. Tremendous,
restless struggle ensued. Her fidelity to Christ won her
spiritual espousals and a deep inner peace.

The entire stint of Catherine's apostolic years was an inter-
action between peace and restlessness. She seems to have had some
kind of inner radar for finding persons in terrible distress. At
first she ministered peace and comfort to her family. Before long
she was out in the city nursing the malcontents, the slanderers, and
that worst effect of unrest, the hateful. The Teccas , the
Palmerinas, the Andreas, the victims of the plague in Siena, all
knew Catherine's comforting hand, tender voice, and prayer for
inner healing and peace.

As her gift for calming the disturbed waters of the soul
became known, literally thousands came to listen to her, to receive
solace and counsel. Some persons were distinct from the crowd.
These, her more intimate friends, called themselves her family. The
number of this group was large but intimate to the degree that they
called Catherine, "Mamma". This was neither title nor nickname.
Catherine was all that they knew the word "Mamma" to mean. She was
life-giver, life that comes from the God of all peace and
consolation. Neri , Lisa, Cecca, Alessa, Stefano and all the others
drew near to the fountain that came forth from the well-spring
given her by the Holy Spirit.

The gift of counsel, teaching and exhortation was not reserved
exclusively for those with whom Catherine came in contact
personally. Her 382 extant letters and her spiritual treatise, The
Dialogue , adequately express her spirituality, a spirituality that
lifts one out of the darkness of restless self concern in terms of
the world's promises into a marvelous peaceful repose in God.
Catherine knew the wonderful effect of the tools of dialogue and
communication for purposes of peace.
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In all this we must not think that Catherine was the only
life-giver. She too was a recipient of others' peace and counsel.
This is especially true in regard to her three Dominican
confessors: Tommaso del la Fonte, Bartolomeo Dominici and Raymond of
Capua. She referred to each of them as "father and son", so there
was reciprocity, but the fact remains that she imbibed peace and
restfulness of soul from these spiritual guides and others.

Catherine's peace-making efforts reached a climax in her desire
to restore calm and concord between the Tuscan League and the
French Papacy. Valiant Catherine went into immediate action
seeking to bring peace and reconciliation through dialogue and
diplomacy, and with that Blood of First Truth which is fired in
charity. The air was infested with another kind of "black death
plague": schism, political and religious unrest, illegal papal
election, corruption of the clergy. Disunity, and racking,
feverish restlessness prevailed.

All Catherine's efforts toward political peace patching seemed
to have failed. The garment of holy Church did not look whole and
entire. Was she a failure? The answer to that question is found
in her spirituality. God the Father had said to her: "Do you know,
daughter, who you are and who I am? If you know these two things
you have beatitude in your grasp. You are she who is not, and I am
who is." 5

Catherine died in 1380. Her life and her death were a

testament of the exchange between peace and restlessness in the
life of every person. The unfortunate events of life are not what
constitute failure. Catherine worked for a peace that transcends
events. All her desires were set carefully in the heart of Christ,
in that sea of peace, in that abyss of charity. The personal life
of Catherine stands as an encouragement to the Dominican cloistered
nun whose prayer and faith before God matures to light and life
under the dark soil of peaceful trust in God's restless power to
save and renew.

Peace and Restlessness in Catherine's Spirituality:

When we consider the spirituality of St. Catherine of Siena
with reference to peace and restlessness, we do well to examine her
works of spiritual teaching in the light of the images she employs.
These images are a striking mix of soft feminine words and strong
masculine ones. Her use of these hardly surprises us, since she is
obviously influenced by Augustine, Gregory, Bernard, her
contemporary Colombini, and so many others. Pertinent to our
subject, and most unique in her prayers, prose and exhortatory
letters are these peaceful and restless metaphors that swing back
and forth with the persistence of a steady wind on a lazy,
unlatched door.

Catherine uses other expressions that convey the fortiter et
suaviter of Wisdom 8:1: "She reacheth therefore from end to end
mightily, and ordereth all things sweetly." She writes to
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Cardinal Iacopo Orsini, "You ought to be a fragrant flower, not a
stinking weed. You should be clothed in purity's white, fragrant
with patience and blazing with love, magnanimous and generous, not
stingy." Catherine carried a double dose of hot fire and sweet
water in her Italian, Tuscan blood. To be anything other than both
passionate and peaceful, would be to deny her heritage. Add to
this the fact that she came forth from an irascible mother, Lapa,
and a most benign father, Giacomo. Catherine used the character
she received by nature. So too did she use those qualities she
received by grace. St. Thomas's teaching that grace builds on
nature is wonderfully exemplified in her. Her genius for clothing
theological concepts in feeling and sensitive garb offers a
compound effect. Consider, for example, her "Fly on the wings of
deep humility and blazing charity!".

Catherine breathed the oxygen of holy desire. Indeed, desire
is the vivifying agent in all her spiritual notions. The Dialogue
attests to this in the very first sentence: "A soul rises up,
restless with tremendous desire for God's honor and the salvation
of souls". Restless desires consumed Catherine. She is like a
thirsty Dominican watch dog who pants anxiously till all her thirst
for God is slaked. Sin for Catherine is a hideous restlessness,
while knowledge and desire for God is a holy and praise-worthy
unrest. Here we have restlessness in both black and white. One
restless desire deals death, while the other offers eternal life.

The irony of restless, holy desire is its inseparable bond
with peace. St. Thomas Aquinas teaches , "all desire is desire of
peace, a desire to enjoy what we desire tranquilly and without
hindrance; and that is how Augustine defines peace: tranquillity of
order.". Catherine found this "tranquillity of order" in all of
life, particularly in the Passion of Jesus. "0 agreeable, peaceful
Passion! You make the soul sail on in tranquil peace over the
waves of the stormy sea!" Every one of her letters is written
"in the name of Christ Crucified and of gentle Mary".

Catherine's chapters on "The Bridge" in The Dialogue are
considered by Suzanne Noffke. O.P. to be the central and most
important part of the volume. The bridge is Catherine's superb
image for explaining her concept of prayer. To be more precise,
the Bridge is Christ who links heaven with earth in his two
natures. We mount the Bridge by three important steps, and each
step is a part of Christ's body on the cross. We cannot cross this
Bridge without holy desire, without restless determination to reach
the second and finally the third step. The more determined this
restless desire, this thirst, to climb and to drink, the more
copiously we experience peace.

When we climb the first stair of Christ's feet, we learn
arduous virtue and deep humility. The second step is the open side
of Christ's body. Here we find "The fiery abyss of divine
charity". "Your soul is so sated and drunk that you lose all self-
consciousness, just like a drunkard intoxicated with wine; you see
nothing but his blood, shed with such blazing love. Then, aflame
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with desire, you get up and climb the next stair, his mouth. There
you find rest in quiet calm; there you taste the peace of
obedience.' Before the "calm and rest", there is always the
"stormy sea". Yet the wise Catherine knows we were not created
for storms. She prays to the Father, "You are the peaceful sea
from which come all things that have being." Catherine esteems
the sea of obedience to be the epitome of union with the Beloved.
In using the image of the sea, she wants us to realize the
boundless peace attainable in Jesus crucified, a peace attained by
him through the shedding of his blood, a peace we lay hold of
through our restless desire to attain oneness with him.

The study of peace and restlessness in Catherine can easily be
applied in our cloistered Dominican life-style. The rule of St.
Augustine states our purpose and basis of common life, "The main
purpose for your having come together is to live harmoniously in
your house, intent upon God in oneness of mind and heart." The
common life, our manner of prayer, our orientation toward Dominican
study, the vows we have professed, all of these offer abundant
situations when we will experience individually and together as a

community that same restlessness and peace that we observed in the
life and spirituality of St. Catherine. The situations will differ,
but the same operations of God and the same spiritual patterns
encircle our Dominican manner of life.
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PEACE PONDERING EARTH

Peace pondering earth,
like wheat bound round in girth,
who wrapped you in silent sound?

Can peace in me be found?

Earth carpeted in content,
tight bent on God's intent,
toil still in tranquil soil.

Teach me to stop awhile.

Fine-fashion and create,
man in the image of earth's quiet state,
to imitate

concord coursing through all -

To Adam's God I call!

Sr. Mary Regina, O.P
Farmington Hills, MI
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SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

She was one who knew
Her real capacity
For receptivity:
For having lifted
The cup of her own gift
To the Giver of Gifts
She received it hack
Brimming.

Having also made room
By clearing the spacious regions
Of her soul
From earth's clinging loveliness
She was filled with a fullness
Possessing the land.

BRIDGE

Time is a bridge;
But the bridge is not the goal
Nor the end of the road:
The bridge was made
For the passing over
Into a new country beyond.

Death is that bridge
Into a new country beyond.
A reaching out
To that awful moment
Of tearing apart
Of soul and body.

Waiting, waiting, breathlessly for
The full-blown rose
To scatter its petals
In utter abandonment
Into the new country beyond.

Sister Mary Joseph, O.P,

LOS ANGELES
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PAX CHRISTI

Sr. Mary Catherine, O.P.
Lancaster

"The main purpose for your coming together is to live harmoniously in your
house, intent upon God in oneness of mind and heart", says the Rule of St.

Augustine. 1 In order to live in peace in the monastery, we need to be intent upon
God, to desire Him with a pure heart and to strive to please Him alone. We should
not love Him for our own gratification, or because of concupiscence, but out of
benevolence and friendship.^ "God is love, and he who abides in love abides in God
and God in him" (1 Jn 4,16). Further, St. Augustine says we are to live in accord.

This is the unity Jesus prayed for when He said, "Father, may they be one in us, as

you are in me and I am in you" (Jn 17,21). This unity, our current Pope tells us,

"does not consist in uniformity, but in the communion whereby Christ's spirit

flourishes among us with a multiplicity of gifts and charisms".^ "Do all you can to

preserve the unity of the Spirit by the peace that binds you together. There is one
body, one Spirit ... one Lord, one faith, one baptism and one God who is Father of

all, over all, through all and within all" (Eph 4, 3-6).

St. Peter Chrysologus says that peace must be preserved by means of the divine

precepts.4 The law of love is found in the ten Commandments, and any violation or

sin against these is a sin against love, either of God or of neighbor. The law of love is

not the old law with its statutes, ordinances and decrees.^ It is not to be observed as

a mere set of rules; we should not have a pharisaical attitude towards God's laws, for

this would be living according to the letter of the law, not its spirit. Does this

reproach of Jesus apply to us: "You put aside the commandments of God to cling to

human traditions" (Mk 7,8)? Rather, "love is the fulfillment of the law" (Rom 13,8).

God says, "I want a loving heart more than sacrifice, knowledge of my ways more
than holocausts".^ The Church tells us that "religion by its very nature consists before
all else in those free, voluntary and internal acts of man which set his course towards
God.... It follows that he is not to be forced to act in a manner contrary to his

conscience."^

To clarify our position, let us consider the following line of reasoning. All

people like music, but all are not musicians. Therefore, not all who like music are

musicians. We, as monastic women, as religious, have the responsibility not merely to

conform to a religious manner of life, but to be truly women of the Gospel.

"Love one another as I have loved you." (Jn 13, 34). In the Te Deum we sing to

Jesus Christ: "When you became man to set us free you did not spurn the virgin's

womb." "Love never harms the neighbor" (Rom 13, 10). We live in an age of tyranny,

selfishness and sensuality, and we must not let these ways of the 'world' dim the light

of Christ in our souls or our monasteries. St. Paul says, "Be transformed by the

renewal of your minds, do not conform yourselves to this age" (Rom 12, 1-2). Let us

be clear reflections of Jesus Christ, who was meek and humble of heart. In the life of

our founder, Dominic, it is written that he was always gentle and loving towards
others and severe only with himself, pardoning those who offended or injured him.

We too, as his daughters, must do the same, in imitation of our Lord. "Be of the

same mind, be at peace and the God of love and peace will be with you" (2 Cor 13,

11).

In the monastery peace is the guardian of morals. "The good and peaceful man
turns all things to good, while the passionate man thinks evil of a good man and
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easily believes the worst. A man who lives at peace suspects no one. But the man
who is tense and agitated by evil is troubled with all kinds of suspicions; he is never

at peace. He often speaks when he should be silent and he fails to say what would be
truly useful. He is well aware of the obligations of others, but neglects his own."8

The question of morality is an important issue in the monastery and can create

peace or discord depending upon our knowledge, enlightened by faith. According to

St. Thomas, "good is a property of all things, and they are good in so far as they can
be objects of desire.... Every being, as being, is good. For all being, as being, has

actuality and is in some way perfect, since every act is some sort of perfection and
perfection implies desirability and goodness. The more a thing's potentialities are

actualized, the greater is its degree of reality. Everything has as much good as it has

being. Now, the acts of man which have value are those which advance him in the

direction of his final end, happiness. And since happiness, man's last end, is a

specifically human perfection, the acts by which man can attain happiness are human
acts, and the distinguishing feature of a human action is that it is deliberately willed,

while the essential feature of moral actions is that they are good or evil."9

It must be noted that no beine is called evil insofar as it has being, but only

insofar as it lacks the being of virtue"^ Thus to act virtuously, St. Thomas says, is to

act humanly. That is a basic principle of his, although some think virtue is

pejorative. 1 1 Let us take the example of the good man and the passionate man. The
good man is advancing towards his happiness because he is realizing his potential by
growing in virtue — you will know a tree by its fruit — while the passionate man,
because of his deliberate choice of a lesser good — to please himself — is frustrating

his happiness and consequently will not enjoy peace with himself or in his relations

with others.

Perhaps because of the nature of our vocation it would be of interest to reflect

on what Edith Stein, as a result of her philosophical research, has to say about the

nature of woman. She says: "The female disposition which impedes her pure
development suffers from the following ethical effects due to original sin: her
inclination to center her activities and those of others about her own person is

expressed by vanity, desire for praise and recognition, and an unchecked need for

communication; on the other hand, it is seen in an excessive interest in others as in

curiosity, gossip and an indiscreet need to penetrate into the intimate life of others....

Whereas the image of the Mother of God is the purely developed character of
woman as spouse and mother; she demonstrates the basic spiritual attitude which
corresponds to woman's natural vocation, that is, one of obedience, trust, participa-

tion in the life of her husband's objective tasks, the true care of the child,

encouragement and formation of his God-given talents; she offers both selfless

surrender and a quiet withdrawal when unneeded.... How can woman attain this

sublime ethos in thought and deed?... Only the power of grace can uproot and form
fallen nature; it happens from within, never from without."-^

Further on she points out, "The deepest longing of a woman's heart is to give

herself lovingly, to belong to another, to possess this other being completely.... But
this surrender becomes a perverted self-abandon and a form of slavery when it is

given to another and not to God.... Only God can welcome a person's total surrender.
That is why total surrender, which is the principle of religious life, is simultaneously
the only adequate fulfillment possible for woman's yearning."14

Just as the Mother of God cooperated with God's grace, so must we, "by
dedicating ourselves to the love of Jesus Christ, by consecrating to Him the lily of our
purity, for we are as dear to God as His angels. St. Ambrose says, 'Whoever preserves
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virtue is an angel'". 15

When, therefore, we live good moral lives, we will have a pure conscience, and
consequently a true love of God and neighbor. As a result we will enjoy sisterly

concord through the bond of peace, the rule of justice and praiseworthy discipline.

The document Gaudium et spes notes, "Peace is a work of justice, a product of order
given by God to men who hunger and thirst for ever more perfect justice". 16 "Blessed

are the peacemakers for they shall be called sons of God" (Mt 5,9). Because of
changing times and circumstances, the document continues, "peace is never estab-

lished finally and forever. The building of peace has to go on all the time. Therefore
it demands from each individual control of the passions, and from legitimate authority

untiring vigilance". 1' Thus St. Paul says, "My advice is first of all that there should be
prayers offered for everyone ... especially for kings and others in authority, so that we
may be able to live religious and reverent lives in peace and quiet, and to do this is

right, and will please God the Savior, who wants everyone to be saved and reach the

full knowledge of the truth" (1 Tim 2, 1-3).

"To my brethren and friends I say, Peace upon you; for the love of the house of

the Lord, I will ask for your good." (Ps 122).
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How can we as contemplatives contribute to peace?

This question brings to mind many thoughts. The recent Gulf War

is one of them; and how it touched our lives. Certainly it has helped
me to focus on more important issues rather than the petty, which can

sometimes happen.
Some of the questions that came to my mind were how we as

contemplatives could stand as a sign to mankind that there is

more to life than materialism, power, wealth and success? How can we

be an eschatological witness to the world?
One of the answers might be found in this old adage "...until each

man is happy with his own lot there will be no peace...". (unknown
source) Each one of us can contribute to the peace of the world by

accepting God's will, as Dante expressed it in the "Divine Comedy",
"...In His will is our peace...". Thus by our life of prayer and
penance we can manifest peace to the world, and witness to the life

hereafter

.

In Fulton J. Sheen's book "Peace of Soul" he begins by saying
"Unless souls are saved, nothing is saved; there can be no world peace
unless there is soul peace. World wars are only projections of the

conflicts waged inside the souls of modern men, for nothing happens in

the external world that has not first happened within a soul." He
goes on to say " Peace of soul cannot come from himself, (man) any
more than he can lift himself by his own ears. Help must come from
without; and it must be not merely human help, but Divine."

In the chapter "The Origin of Conflicts" of the same book
Monsignor Sheen describes the effects of discord on all humanity by
using the example of a stone dropped in a pond which causes a ripple
that affects even the stars. Let us follow this example, and begin by
sending out ripples of peace among ourselves. These ripples, in turn,
will touch the lives of many others; eventually, the little ripple of

peace will reach to the end of the universe!

Sister Mary Raphael, O.P
Monastery of the Angels
Los Angeles, California
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INTERIOR PEACE

On an early March second morning (1991) Sr. Mary of the
Precious Blood of Farmington Hills died as peacefully as she had
lived. Her ninety-six years were a balance of spirituality, humor
and interior peace. Among her effects were hand written prayers,
obviously penciled many long years ago. This one on interior peace
is said to have been offered daily. She lived what her lips
uttered.

We submit it here in D.M.S. Open Forum knowing that one small
amount of peaceful interior leaven can and does effect the entire
world mass of dough. Our Constitutions, LCM 74 IV, illustrates how
that occurs: "In silence and stillness, let them earnestly seek the
face of the Lord and never cease making intercession with the God
of our salvation that all men and women might be saved." As a

community, we believe that each individual acquisition of peace not
only makes a difference in the monastery but stretches to the
farthest limits of the globe.

SR. MARY OF THE PRECIOUS BLOOD'S
PRAYER FOR PEACE

Peace is the tranquillity of heart which is always in
possession of itself, and its own master, without ever being
troubled or hurried, master of its possessions, no haste, no
impetuosity, doing everything for the present, without having any
anxiety for the future. It consists lastly, in that calmness of
the soul, reserve, gentleness, moderation which is edifying. If it
is taken sometime by surprise, it pauses and wants for calmness to
return: foundation stone of the whole interior life. Peace fixes
itself wholly in the pure love of God, to find there as it were its
bed of repose.

When all the interior is calm and tranquil, it is like a
beautiful sky in which God delights to make his sun shine. It is
like a silent solitude wherein he speaks to the soul. He calls it
to come. He draws it, and it runs.

Farmington Hills, MI
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group of brothers were together recreating.

One of the brothers said, "In the East

a story is told. When a monk conquers a

demon, that demon is conquered for all humanity. That demon
is powerless against the rest of humanity." The brothers

were quiet, pondering and considering the truth of this story.

But one of the brothers snickered. All the other brothers

looked at the brother snickering. Finally he asked, "Don't

you think the significant question is the reality of demons?"

Another brother said, "Let me tell the story this way.
A certain brother struggled against saying a harsh word. He
struggled for seven years and for seven years he was in

bondage, answering every harsh word spoken to him with a

harsh word. After the first seven years he struggled for

seven more years, and finally he was freed and could answer
any harsh word spoken to him with a gentle one. Then he

was put in charge of the elderly brothers, to care for them
and support them in their struggle to continue to live their

monastic life. These elder brothers grew very upset at

unexpected changes, at bits of disorder in their lives, at

their forgetfulness. They would come and speak harshly at

this brother, banging things around, grabbing things out of

his hand, saying cutting words to him. And this brother

would answer gently. The elder brothers would hear his

gentleness and begin to speak softly, for this certain brother

had conquered their harsh words for them."

Sr. Mary John, O.P.

North Guilford
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THE STRONG CITY

Sr. Gracemary, O.P.,

Buffalo

The Prooemium of the Document on the Nuns issued by the General
Chapter in 1989 calls to mind the wonderful phrase in the Book of Proverbs, A
brother helped is like a strong city, (18,19) or, in the graphic translation of Ronald
Knox, When brother helps brother, theirs is the strength of a fortress; their cause is

like a city gate barred, unassailable. For my present purpose, may I be allowed to

paraphrase, When brother helps sister ....

I am very happy with this document. I think it is right on target. It seems
to me that our brethren and sisters are mutually ready to provide one another
with what we need at this moment in our history, in order to face and deal with
the many changing contours of our world now challenging our contemplative
way of life.

I think the document is right on target because it establishes the role of
the nuns, concentrating on the fact that by the witness of our lives, free for God
alone, we form the heart of our preaching family, or of our Dominican
communion, to use the expression of Guy Bedouelle, O.P. This witness, for us
the nuns, emphasizes a life of withdrawal, with the accompanying elements of
prayer, study, work, sisterly communion within the monastery through concord
and government, and ecclesial communion with the entire Body of Christ, Christ

who makes us hiddenly and mysteriously fruitful (LCM 1, V).

It seems to me we need to take our cue from #1 of the Commissio de
Monialibus in formulating the purpose and activity of the international

commission of nuns now and in the future, and of all the other enterprises we
become involved in as we live out our commitment to our Dominican
communion across the globe. In light of this, I would like to share with you my
reactions to the continuing paragraphs of the document.

Forgetfulness of the origins of our Order is a common experience. But
there is evidence of scholarly writing on the subject among contemporary
Dominicans; to mention only a few among them, representing different

countries and cultures, we have excellent contributions in this area from Fathers
Simon Tugwell, Guy Bedouelle and Benedict Ashley.

In connection with the opportunity of modelling the man/woman relation-

ship which is a part of our Dominican tradition, I think we need to make clear

to one another just what the nuns expect from their relationships with the friars

and the friars with the nuns. Can we get more healthily educated on friendship

between the sexes? This would seem especially pertinent since our share in the

friars' preaching lies mainly in prayer and the ministry of hospitality (Document,
#1).

Perhaps the nuns have been somewhat marginalized in the work of recent

General Chapters in exploring the concept of the Dominican family. This might
be corrected by making suggestions to the Master of the Order regarding our
participation in future general Chapters and providing a method of representa-

tion (see Recommendation #155, 3), either through Federations and Confer-
ences of the Nuns or by delegation, working through Vicars and Promoters.
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Furthermore, De Monialibus makes particular mention of the need to

perceive fully and truthfully the role of women in the Church. We may want to

refer to LCM 1-V, 7 and 181 conjointly in this regard. To my mind this is crucial.

There is special concern in the area of attitudes we will adopt and the manner
in which we conceive and act upon this new emphasis on Dominican
government as a chief source of unity. We nuns first need to understand our
feminine nature more perfectly as the ontological basis of our life, one which is

mysteriously and hiddenly fruitful in Christ, and is for that reason at the heart

of our preaching communion. Perhaps the monasteries in cooperation with some
of the brethren could simultaneously study this, over the course of a year, and
provide ourselves with clear insights to share with the brethren. In connection
with this, it seems that Recommendations #157, 4 and 5 along with #160, 7 need
to be completed and in hand before much more time elapses.

Moving on to #4 of the document, the brethren criticize themselves for an
activist spirit that tends to judge everything by the visible results achieved. I

think in all honesty the nuns must judge themselves in this regard as well. We
seem to make doing, and getting things done, take first place, rather than
allowing the loving contemplation of eternal Truth and time to enjoy sisterly

communion prevail in our lives. We need to examine in particular how we order
our lives on a daily basis. What takes precedence? Is the life of the monastery
so simplified and constructed as to give space and priority to first things? Do we
view our work as a means of building communion in love? Do we take

responsibility for our sisters in need in that spirit of hope which brings mutual
enrichment rather than in the spirit of control which brings diminishment? We
need to give evidence of contentment with the hidden and mysterious
fruitfulness of a common life hidden with Christ in God, so as to be able to give

an honest challenge to our brothers to give themselves over to the contempla-
tive element of Dominican life.

Happily, the friars as well as the nuns recognize that the autonomy of the

monasteries is gradually overcoming isolation by the development of various

types of associations. It might be helpful to know what the exceptions to this

trend are. Is there any chance that the nuns might have a corporate share in

some manner in the founding of monasteries in poorer regions? Can we accept
the challenge of the information being provided for us in Conference Communi-
cations (section, Foreign News ) by supporting this evangelical witness of
contemplative life through the development of some practical group initiatives?

Paragraph #7 of the Prooemium is of special significance to me. I think we
need instruction on the nature and content of human formation as integral with
religious formation. I think the cooperation we are looking for from the friars in

this matter could take several directions: a) their willingness to provide
individual direction; b) their continuing help with the present U.S.A.
initial/theological formation in conjunction with the Conference Commission for

the Formation Program; c) the willingness of the monasteries to appoint and
allot time for nuns to care for the needs of on-going formation for the entire

community by means particularly of scheduling brethren to give lectures and
guidance in personal study.

Summing up, I think all the concerns mentioned in the Prooemium have to

be dealt with on the level of the monastery chapter and shared among the
monasteries. I think our present fundamental task lies in more study and
education within the monasteries, relying upon the assistance of competent nuns
facilitated by the Conference and Prioresses with the special help of face-to-face
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encounters with the brethren. Responding to this fundamental task will enable
us to assimilate corporately a single theological vision which is thoroughly
Dominican. (That is, one that is first of all Trinitarian and Christological and
therefore, by implication, Marian.) A corporately assimilated theological vision

will provide the necessary foundation on which we may safely and strongly move
forward to confront our many challenges. Among pertinent topics for ongoing
study not already mentioned I would include the following:

The history and spirit of monasticism along with the beginnings of the
Order and its history.

Friendship in community as a basic element in human development, as

mentioned in greater detail above.

The government of the Order, the nuns' share in it and our responsibility

for it. Surely all the nuns desire to take on an enlightened role in the

government of their own monasteries (LCM 181). Many of us feel we have not
fully progressed on this level. The human skills needed for dialogue, and mutual
respect for differing opinions in a spirit of truth and love, need to be fostered

among us. The larger role of compiling and changing our Constitutions needs to

be filled by all of us, working through structures reached through common
prayer and prudent deliberation.

My response to the closing number of the Prooemium is one of profound
joy. Together we, the nuns, form part of the larger Dominican communion. In

what ways are the different branches mutually dependent? What makes the

monasteries autonomous? I think we are somewhat hazy on these concepts of
dependence, autonomy, way of life and government, and that much cooperative
study between friars and nuns at this moment is needed (Recommendations,
#157, 4 and 5). I think both mutual dependence and richness of autonomy refer

to our shared vision and interdependent way of life stemming from a single

understanding of Dominican government structured through the instrumentality

of the general Chapter. We make profession to one person, the Master, and as

#3 points out, it is this profession which establishes our mutual relationship, our
unity, which builds the strong city.

Editor's Note: We include Sr. Gracemary's fine presentation is this issue

of DMS because of its relevance to the present discussions of the document

De monialibus in our communities.
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EL RECUERDO

De aquel amor guardo siempre
Gomo reliquias sagradas

,

Una rosa y un recuerdo
Un suspiro y una lagrima;
Misterios de la ternura:
Guardo lo que nadie guarda.

£yeme: duerme la rosa
De un libro en las hojas palidas;

La contemplo: y de tu imagen
Nace el recuerdo en el alma.
Del recuerdo, el suspiro;
Del suspiro, la lagrima.

Por Jesus Balmori

THE REMEMBRANCE

Of that love I always keep
Like sacred relics

,

A rose and a remembrance
A sigh and a tear; . .

Mysteries of tenderness:
I keep what nobody else keeps.

Hear me: the rose sleeps
In the pale pages of a book;

I contemplate it: and from your image
The remembrance is born in my soul.
From the remembrance, the sigh;
From the sigh, the tear.

English translation by

Sister Maria Agnes, O.P,

SUMMIT
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Si yo fuera una estrella, mi luz encenderia
En el fuego celeste de tus ojos divinos;
Si yo fuera una violeta, mi caliz llenaria
Del sagrado perfume de tus pies peregrinos;
Por todos los jardines y todos los caminos

,

Si fuera un ruisenor tu gloria cantaria;
Y con los mas vibrantes acentos cristalinos,
Si fuera una campana por ti repicarfa.

No soy lucero, ni ave , ni bronce, ni violeta;
Nada ne lo que aroma, nada de lo que brilla;
Nada de lo que canta ni de lo que da color.
Santa Madre de Dios!
Solo soy un poeta que esta loco de amor,
Y ante ti se arrodilla;
Porque sabe que tu eres la VERDAD del AMOR.

Por Jesus Balmori

TO THE VIRGIN

If I were a star, my light I would enkindle
In the celestial fire of your divine eyes;

If I were a violet, my chalice I would fill
With the sacred perfume of your pilgrim feet;

Through all the gardens and the byways

,

If I were a nightingale your glory would I sing;

And in the most vibrant crystalline accents

,

For you I would peal, If I were a bell.

I am not light, nor bird, nor bronze, nor violet;

Nothing that exudes fragrance , nothing that sparkles

,

Nothing that sings, nor gives color.

Holy Mother of God!

I am only a poet who is madly in love,
And who kneels before you
Because he knows that you are the TRUTH of LOVE.

English Translation by

Sister Maria Agnes, O.P.

SUMMIT

* 19th Century poem
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Study and Contemplative Prayer

Rev. Fabio Giardini, O.P.

Tr. from the Italian by Sr. Maria ofthe Cross, O.P.

Summit

Is study an obstacle or an aid to contemplative life and prayer? St. Thomas Aquinas was
both an admirable scholar and a great contemplative: what was his opinion? We will try to

respond to both these questions by summarizing Aquinas' teaching on the subject.

Study offers a double aid to contemplative prayer, a direct and an indirect one.

Direct Aid

In applying itself to study with perseverance, the mind acquires little by little a greater

agility: its tenuous cognitive light becomes sharper and more penetrating. In fact, there is no more
efficacious natural "toner" for the intellect than the mental exercise imposed by study. Such
strengthening of the cognitive powers enables them to produce easily and with greater intensity the

acts of contemplative prayer which spring from the intellect. This is the principal usefulness

afforded by study to one who desires to practice contemplation.

But there is another advantage which can be drawn from study, one perhaps more necessary

than the preceding, and which is derived from the objects of study. In contemplative prayer, the

intellect turns to God as to its principal Object. Now the discursive nature of human reason

requires that we mount up cognitively to the Divine Sublimity by passing through the ascending

grades of created beings; and only intense and accurate studies will procure a right and perfect

knowledge of these. As a matter of fact, — St. Thomas writes: — dirigitur homo per studium ad
contemplandum divina (man is directed through [the] study [of creatures] to the contemplation of

the things of God).

Of the entire Question 180 of the Ila Ilae, dedicated to the contemplative life, St. Thomas
seems to prefer Article IV — to which he often refers in his other articles. In it, in fact, the analyses

of the elements which one way or another contribute to contemplation are brought to a conclusion

and summation. The Angelic Doctor sums them up in this way:

Four things, according to a certain order, are required for contemplative life:

1. The moral virtues , which dispose us to contemplation by curbing the vehemence of the

passions and quieting the excessive concerns and worries caused by external occupations;

2. The cognitive acts , which can be reduced to two principal "movements" or steps of the

intellect: the acceptio principorum or reception of the principles from which the approach toward
contemplation begins; and the deductio or deduction from these same principles of what is being
sought, before fixing the mind's gaze on the finally-disclosed truth;

3. The contemplation of God's creatures, which leads us by the hand to the knowledge of

God; and
4. The actual contemplation of divine truth, which is the ultimate crowning of the whole

cognitive process since in this contemplation lies the good of the entire human existence.

Let's explain these four points a little bit.
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The act of contemplation requires the moral virtues as dispositions which extinguish or

calm the exterior sources of inner disturbances that blur the mind's vision. Even the love of God
and neighbor, the theological virtue of charity which resides in the will and urges the Christian

soul to contemplation, remains of itself "external" to the act of acquired contemplation.

Contrariwise, the acts of knowledge which precede the contemplative intuition that

penetrates the divine Immensity, cooperate "intrinsically" in human contemplation. Because the

human being is not an angel, he does not intuit the simple Truth, apprehending It without
discourse. He must pass through the knowledge of created multiplicity, so that he can finally

attain the immediate intuition of God. Only in this intuition of God in Himself, without
mediation, is it granted to man to contemplate the Divine Unity.

Among these cognitive acts by means of which the human intellect journeys toward
contemplation, studium litterarum represents an important and normally irreplaceable part.

"Man", writes St. Thomas, "arrives at the knowledge of truth in two ways: first, by receiving the

elements of it from others. For those who receive these elements from God , prayer is necessary —
as is read in the Book of Wisdom (7:7). For those to whom these elements [of knowledge] are

communicated by men , hearing is necessary when they are gathered from the living voice and
reading when they are transmitted by writing. Besides [this], it is also necessary to assimilate

these elements with one's study in meditation" (Ila Ilae Q. 180, art. 3, ad 4.um).

The two principal movements of every cognitive process of reason are found in this text: the

reception of and the deduction from the principles. To the first belong prayer, hearing and
reading; to the second, meditation. Now except for a miracle, no one learns to read without

applying oneself to studium litterarum; nor does one learn how to meditate and to reason without

having trained oneself to do so by studying (Ibid., ad 3.um). Therefore, the study of grammar and
dialectic (which along with rhetoric constituted the medieval trivium) is normally to be

considered necessary for the performance of all those cognitive acts by which one rises to the

contemplation of truth.

In the article upon which we are commenting, the Angelic Doctor implicitly recalls this

observation when he cites two texts of Sacred Scripture which speak of "reading" and
"meditation", in order to confirm the utility of study for contemplative prayer: "In the

contemplative life man is directed by study to consider divine things [emphasis the translator's];

so that in Psalm 1, verse 2, it is said in praise of the just man: 'He will meditate on the law of his

God day and night." And in Ecclesiasticus 39, verse 1: 'The wise man seeks out the wisdom of the

ancients, and applies himself to the Prophets (reading them).'" The reading of and meditation

upon Sacred Scripture, then, for which study prepares the mind, are some of the exercises

particularly useful to those who want to contemplate the Divine Truth.

But the contemplation of God can also spring forth from the soul without any help from

studies undertaken or education acquired, as a pure infused act of the Gift of Wisdom: that

Wisdom which makes one judge rightly of and taste the divine mysteries by a certain

connaturality with them procured by supernatural love (cf. Ila Ilae Q. 45, art. 2). This possibility of

infused contemplation is the reason St. Thomas avoids writing that study is absolutely necessary

to contemplation, and says instead that it helps (adjuvat) or assists by enlightening (coadjuvat

illuminando) the intellect and directing it toward God -- but without ever succeeding by itself

alone in producing a single act of supernaturally infused contemplation. However, we can

conclude with St. Thomas that "study, and especially the study of Sacred Scripture, belongs in a
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pre-eminent way (maxime pertinet) to those who have chosen the contemplative life" (De

perfectione Vitae Spiritualis c. 26, n. 729). Indeed, according to St. Thomas, "coelestis conversatio

est in studio Sacrae Scripturae commorari " {Contra Impugnantes ecc. n. 399); that is, "to spend

time lingering in the study of Sacred Scripture is to live a celestial life": — a sort of anticipation of

the life of heaven.

Indirect Aid

"The study of letters benefits the contemplative life indirectly as well", continues our

Doctor, "because it aids in avoiding the dangers of contemplation; that is, the errors that

frequently befall those who give themselves to the contemplation of God without the [correct]

knowledge of the Scriptures. We read, in fact, in the Collationes Patrum (Col. 10, cap. 3) that

because of his naivety Abba Serapion fell into the error of the Anthropomorphites, who think that

God has a human form " (Ha Ilae Q. 188, art. 5, c). We should not fail to recognize the grave

dangers to which the contemplation of God is exposed when it is not sufficiently enlightened by the

knowledge of the truths of faith, which only an assiduous study of Sacred Scripture and theology

can supply. The long sad history of the false mystics {illuminati) of every age confirms this

judgment of the holy Doctor. The noted case of Abba Serapion reveals the most common root of the

errors of contemplatives who are insufficiently instructed: in their pursuit of the knowledge of

God, the imagination immersed in sense imagery takes the place of the intellect, instead of being

subservient to it like a humble handmaid.

An extract from St. Thomas' commentary on Dionysius' "On the Divine Names" is

particularly explicit on this point: "In order for prayer to bring us close to God, it is necessary

(among other things) that our intellect be not dimmed by the mists of fantastic images, as happens
to those who do not want to conceive spiritual realities as transcending corporeal ones: those who in

any way imagine God as having a human form do this, and it is something which impedes their

ascent toward Him" (In III De Div. Nom. led. unica n. 233). In fact, "fantasies and errors which

envelop the mind hinder it in its evaluation of the truth" (Ibid., n. 257).

The error consists in letting ourselves be deceived by our innate manner of conceiving

things according to sensory perception (ex sensibilibus), to the point of not knowing how to proceed

beyond corporeal images, and falsely reducing to pictured or imagined schemas spiritual

realities which infinitely transcend them. Here in the cognitive order is verified the typically

human aberration of mistaking the way for the goal: the imagination takes the place of the

intellect in the search for truth; that truth which, although presented to our mind under veils

accessible to the senses, can be contemplated only beyond them (cf. Ha Ilae Q. 8, art. 1, c.)

Study, then, intervenes to rectify human judgment, inculcating respect for the real truth of

the known object. Actually, according to St. Thomas, "to have a correct judgment of divine

realities, though it may be the fruit of rational (i.e., discursive) research, is proper to the

intellectual (i.e., intuitive) virtue of wisdom" (Ha Ilae Q. 45, art. 2). And such a natural virtue is

normally a prerequisite (somewhat as grace presupposes nature) for the reception of that Wisdom
which is the Gift of the Holy Spirit; because "by the fact that one knows how to use his own reason,

he is well-disposed toward God's (supernatural) Truth" (Ha Ilae Q. 65, art. 8, ad 2.um).

At the end of the human mind's ascent toward the Divine Truth, Christian contemplation is

elicited by the divine infused Gift of Wisdom. The saints don't take pride in human wisdom,
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which can be acquired and possessed even without God's grace (Ha Ilae Q. 45, art. 3, ad l.um).

Nevertheless: precisely because infused Wisdom presupposes and implies the virtue of charity,

and charity is impossible without true faith (cf. In la. Tim. 1, 5, lect. 2, n. 16), the study of Sacred

Scripture, which makes known the truth that nourishes true faith, and theology, which shows the

rationale of that truth (cf. Qlib. 4, art. 18, c), are indispensable to the contemplative either

practiced directly or through another (per se vel per alium) — as for example , by means of one's

spiritual director. This is so that the contemplation exercised by such a contemplative person may
be authentically Christian; that is, having for its object the true God of faith, and not a more or less

abortive and monstrous offspring of the human mind led astray by the imagination (cf. Ha Ilae Q.

10, art. 3, c).

For this reason, so remarkable a contemplative as St. Teresa of Avila preferred confesores

letrados -- learned, educated, well-read spiritual directors: she knew from experience that only

they could offer that safe guidance in the ascent toward God which contemplative souls, especially,

need so much. This is because they are more in danger than others of going astray, since the

"interior paths" they frequent are more unusual and obscure (St. Teresa of Avila, Life , c. XIII. n.

16-17; ibid. c. V. n. 3).

from La Parola, published by the Students' Association

ofthe University ofSt Thomas Aquinas, the Angelicum,

Rome, 1988
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SOME SPIRITUAL ASPECTS OF STUDY

Sister Mary Rose Dominic, O.P.

Summit

We hear so much about study today that one would think it was something
new. And yet it is not new; only the emphasis is new, a feature of the

revision of our constitutions prescribed by the Second Vatican Council.

Study, as a part of St. Dominic's charism and vision, has always been a basic
element of Dominican life both for the Friars and Nuns, though in a different
measure and degree for each. However, the recent emphasis on sacred study,

by giving the impression of something new, often gives rise to a certain pre-
occupation which expresses itself in an eagerness or even anxiety to press
forward in this relatively unexplored area of monastic observance.

But while enthusiasm is to be commended, over anxiety can prove
detrimental to the whole purpose of study. Such anxiety provoke a desire to
cram, thereby overburdening the mind with hastily acquired knowledge which
evaporates as quickly as it is gained. In a formal sense, study, whether
sacred or profane, denotes the application of the mind to the acquisition of
knowledge. Because it demands application, it cannot be acquired in a day;

rather, to be profitable and enduring, it requires a slow and systematic
development towards the perfection of its qoal. We could compare this
development to the law which governs the growth of all living things:
silent, unobtrusive, imperceptible yet relentless in its onward progress,
like the wheat field to which Jesus compared the kingdom of God.

This is how it is with the kingdom of God; it is as
if a man were to scatter seed on the land and would sleep
and rise night and day and the seed would sprout and
grow, he knows not how. Of its own accord the land
yields fruit, first the blade, then the ear, then the
full grain in the ear. And when the grain is ripe, he
wields the sickle at once, for the harvest has come.
(Mk. 4:26-29)

This is the nature of growth in the material order, a reflection of
intellectual growth in the spiritual order.

Study when rightly pursued is the adornment of the mind, for it refines,
elevates and ennobles the whole personality and, in the case of secular
study, helps to prepare the mind for the study of sacred truth. Indeed,
secular study can render a very important service to sacred study as we see
from the use which Christian authors have made of ancient Greek philosophers
like Aristotle and Plato. However, if pursued without God as its ultimate
goal, it can prove very unsatisfying and leave one with a sense of
unfulfillment. God himself warned about the danger of excessive
preoccupation with secular study as we know from the celebrated vision of St.
Jerome. That great scholar and Doctor of the Church saw himself before the
judgment seat of God where he was asked about his status in life. "I am a
Christian," he replied, to which the voice answered: "You lie! You are a
Ciceronian, not a Christian." (I)

But long before that incident, the great St. Anthony of the Desert had
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learned the same truth from personal experience. We read in his life by St.
Athanasius how on one occasion he was visited by certain Greek philosophers
who had secretly resolved to ridicule him because of his lack of formal
education. The man of God was prepared, and ended by embarrassing them.
When they feigned sympathy about his ignorance of letters, he replied: "What
do you say? Which is first, the mind or letters? And which is the cause of
which?" When they replied that the mind was first and the cause of letters,
he said to them: "Now you see that in a person whose mind is sound there is

no need for letters." His answer surprised them and changed their disdain
into respect for his holiness and wisdom. (2)

The study and assimilation of sacred truth is not restricted to the
study of books alone nor to the time actually spent in reading. Frequently,
when the mind is preoccupied with other things, we may experience a flash of
insight about an obscure point which we found difficult to understand at the
time we first encountered it. This is actually the flowering of that seed
which formal study planted at the outset; inevitably such insight leads to
prayer

.

Indeed, for Dominicans study can be regarded as a form of prayer. Our
Holy Father St. Dominic (and many of the Fathers of the Church before him)
realized that study, if properly approached and pursued, places one in the
presence of God and disposes the soul for the gift of contemplation. Dominic
intended study, like every other observance in the religious life, to serve a

very specific purpose; he never wanted his followers to pursue learning for
its own sake but as an instrument for the spread of the Gospel and for the
personal sanctification of the individual.

The primary source for the study of divine truth is Sacred Scripture,
for every work on the spiritual life of the Church springs from Scripture as

from a fountainhead. Nevertheless, when it comes to a question of the actual
material from which to choose for study, everyone is drawn in a different
way, since the Holy Spirit distributes his gifts differently to all. Thus,
one may be attracted to mystical theology, another to Church history and yet
another to the study of the Sacred Scriptures themselves; but whatever the
type of study to which one is drawn, it is important to realize that without
the enlightening grace of the Holy Spirit all study is vain and devoid of
real fruit.

The individual who approaches sacred study might be compared to the
unlighted candle standing in the darkness, awaiting the touch of the living
hand to kindle it into flame. Only when it is kindled are the objects which
surround it revealed. In like manner, the contents of sacred scripture or
any spiritual work appear lifeless until the grace of the Holy Spirit reveals
their inner meaning. When study is pursued with the intention of pleasing
God alone, it prepares the soul for the wonderful gift of contemplation by
fostering meditation, which is a stepping stone to that crowning grace of

prayer. This precious gift of contemplation is the work of God; it cannot be
earned by the soul's personal efforts nor demanded as a just reward for her
labors. One can prepare oneself for contemplation by fidelity to study and
prayer but God bestows his gifts when and as he wills.

The more we engage in the discipline of study, the more we come to

realize that it is the Holy Spirit who is the prime mover in this important
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work and that of ourselves we can accomplish nothing. The Imitation of Christ
is very enlightening on this point. With regard to study it says, among

other things:

When you shall have read and shall know many things,
you must always revert to the one beginning. I am
he who teaches men knowledge and who gives a more
clear understanding than can be taught by man. He
to whom I speak will guickly be wise and will profit
greatly. I am he that in an instant elevates the

humble mind to comprehend more reasons of the eternal
truth than if anyone had studied ten years in the

schools. I teach without noise of words, without
confusion of opinions, without ambition of honor,
without strife of arguments. But to some I speak
things common, to others things more particular;
to some I sweetly appear in signs and figures, to
others in great light I reveal mysteries. (3)

In the matter of sacred study God sometimes leads the soul along paths of
which she had never dreamed, in order to achieve the hidden designs of his
glory; perhaps only long afterwards will she be given a glimpse of these
designs. That study may be truly worthwhile, we should therefore approach it

in a spirit of prayer, asking the Holy Spirit, the Source of light, to lead
us into the mystery of God, the Well-spring of truth.

NOTES

(1) Charles C. Mierow, Saint Jerome (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing
Company, 1959) p. 18.

(2) St. Athanasius, The Life of Anthony (And the Letter to Marcellinus)
Tr.and Intro, by Robert C. Gregg (New York: Paulist Press, 1980) p. 84.

(3) Thomas a Kempis, Imitation of Christ , Bk.3, ch.43.
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EMBRACE YOUR CROSS, MY SOUL

Life on earth is accompanied with a cross;
Bear it, ray soul as you ought.
Realize the glory it offers
To those whom God has called and chosen.

Learn to grasp the message of the cross
For it expresses the immense love of the Savior;
It is expeidient that like Him

you embrace it in peace and silence;
It is imperative that like Him

you bear it with loving patience.

For in the cross is the glory of Christ,
In the cross is St. Paul's noble pride;
St. John Chrysostom says: "The cross is the

bulwark of saints."
"In the cross is sung the sweetest song of love,"

St. John of the Cross exclaims.

So, with Christ bear your cross with a smile
And though there are tears in your eyes
Bear it with a song in your heart

;

Yes, bear it with joy and exultation,
Not with regrets and lamentation.

Then failures will be turned into victories,
Tears into laughter and sighs into songs;
Be not among those from whom the cross

is an omen of frustration
But rather be an authentic witness of Him

who lovingly accepted death for your salvation

Sister Mary Paul, 0.P
Cainta, Philippines
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MANUAL LABOR - A MONASTIC OBSERVANCE

FOR DOMINICAN NUNS

Mother Marie Rosaria, O.P
Cainta, Philippines

Manual labor deserves an honorable citation in the
annals of monasticism. From the beginning it has been con-
sidered as one of the basic elements or observances. For
the early monks, manual labor was a privileged place of en-
counter with Christ the Carpenter and son of a carpenter
in the hidden life at Nazareth. In manual labor the monks
saw Christ present, active and dynamic, but also sorrowful
and tired.

They were aware, of course, that work with its sweat
and fatigue was the first and principal penance imposed by
God (Gen. 3 • 17-19). But they were also aware that work
was not originally intended to be so by God when He placed
man in the Garden of Paradise to cultivate and care for it,
(ut operaretur et custodiret illium). In taking upon Him-
self manual labor, Christ freed man from the curse by asso-
ciating Himself with the creative will of the Father. For
them also work was enjoined by St. Paul on those who were
not directly engaged with preaching and teaching. St. Paul
as a work of supererogation plied his trade as tent maker
"night and day so as not to impose on any one." But above
all they valued manual labor as an excellent means of at-
taining to purity of heart essential to contemplation. They
also relied on manual labor as an antidote to accidie. To-
day, the monks also realize that manual labor begets a
host of virtues, requisite for an authentic life of prayer,
namely, self-discipline, patience, sense of responsibility,
prudence , humility and renouncement of one ' s own judgment

,

obedience, cooperation and dialogue with others. Thus
monastic work aims at the transformation of the monk and
through him the consecration of the world.

Does the monastic tradition in regard to manual labor
then contradict the opinion of St. Thomas who states cate-
gorically that "religious are no more bound to manual labor
than seculars except insofar as they are bound by the stat-
utes of their Order.?"! Not really, for he had previously
made the point that "those pre ;epts that are commonly en-
joined upon all are equally binding on religious and sec-
ulars. But the precept of manual labor is enjoined upon
all in common, "2 just as we might add, as an aside, prayer
is enjoined on everyone.

St. Thomas then goes on to say that manual labor is
directed to four things:

1. To obtain food
2. To remove idleness
3. To curb concupiscence
4. To give alms.

5
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Manual labor is a necessity for religious, if they can-
not lawfully provide for themselves in any other way. How-
ever, "those who devote themselves publicly to the aforesaid
spiritual works (prayers, Psalms, reading and the Word of
God) are thereby exempt from manual labor for two reasons:
first, because it behooves them to be occupied exclusively
with such works; secondly, because those who devote themselves
to such works have a claim to be supported by those for
whose advantage they work."^ St. Thomas, of course, admits
that if religious cannot find benefactors, then manual work
becomes a necessity.

In regard to removal of idleness and to curb concupis-
cence, St. Thomas says, "there are many other ways other
than manual labor — fastings, vigils, meditation on Sacred
Scripture and divine praises. Therefore, for the aforemen-
tioned reasons, religious are not bound to manual labor any
more than seculars are, unless they are so bound by their
Statutes. "5

It is well to realize here and in the succeeding article
that St. Thomas is defending primarily the right of the Men-
dicant Orders engaged in preaching and administering the
Sacraments to support by the faithful and even to live on
alms in imitation of Christ when there is need. Scholars,
for example, may seek alms that they may devote themselves
to the study of wisdom since their labor redounds to the
common good as does that of the monks and contemplative nuns.
On the other hand he admits that in default of any necessity,
or of their affording any profit to others, it is unlawful
for religious to wish to live in idleness on alms given to
the poor."

St. Dominic as Founder was given in germ the full charism
of the Order.

First of all, I think, a distinction must be made between
the charism or mission of the Friars Preachers and the
Dominican contemplative Nuns.

St. Dominic did replace manual labor with study as a
major observance for the Fathers in view of their preaching
and teaching mandate. But I don't think we can say he im-
posed it (by extension) on the Nuns, who were not so engaged.

The fact is, he definitely included manual labor for the
Nuns along with study, liturgical prayer and asceticism. As
Father Vicaire, O.P. puts it: "However it was regulated, the
life of the Sisters of Prouille was devoted to liturgical
prayer, asceticism and manual work. A document of the four-
teenth century recording a visitation mentions the monastery
in this connection:
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'Each year (it was said) fifteen quintals a
of wool, very clean and carefully chosen,
are distributed to the Sisters. They spin
and weave it at the hours when they are not
engaged at the Divine Office, and they do so
according to ancient custom and the formal
order of our Father St. Dominic , who willed
this so as to drive away idleness , the mother
of all vices .

' /

Independently of the general tradition of Western mona-
chism, the primitive Cistercian orientation of the house
would have been sufficient to lay the emphasis on the manual
work of the contemplative Sisters... "7

The above quotations from Balme and Vicaire confirm the
tradition of San Sisto regarding St. Dominic's attitude to-
ward work as expressed in Const, 110. Moreover, Chapter
XXIII of the Constitutions of Montargis (1245), De doctrirm
et labore , insists that the "Sisters should give themselves
generously to prayer, the ecclesiastical Office, study, par-
ticularly of the liturgy, and to manual labor giving as a
reason for the latter St. Benedict's dictum that " idleness
is, an enemy of the soul and mother and nurse of all vices. "8
When the revised Constitutions of 1259 were imposed on all
the Nuns, manual labor was retained but all reference to study
was deleted. This situation prevailed until 1973, when study
as well as manual labor were incorporated in the New
Constitutions.

From the tradition of Prouille, San Sisto, Montargis and
the Cistercian-Benedictine orientation of the Nuns of Prouille
and San Sisto, it is safe to assume that the Dominican Nuns
have a solid tradition of both study and manual labor. The
Cistercian Nuns, be it noted, consecrated two hours daily to
lectio divina (reading of Scripture, the Fathers of the
Church and the Conferences of Cassian,)" In those days,
there was little more they could read aside from the Sentences
of Peter Lombard,

The Rule of St. Augustine, it should be noted, makes no
reference to study and only indirectly to manual labor.
But why should it? Letter #211, commonly called the Rule
of St. Augustine was addressed to a community of nuns who
were in conflict with their superior. It is scarcely more
than a set of recommendations or spiritual counsels. "There
is no mention of vows, religious exercises, reception of the
Sacraments, work, silence, order of the day or government of
the community. .. "1° But we do know that St. Augustine was
in favor of manual labor for monks when they were physically
able to do it.
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Manual Labor in the Context of Early Monasticism

Rules and Pract ice

St. Anthony of the Desert (251-356 A.D.)

Long before St. Benedict, St. Anthony, Father of hermits,
combined prayer and memorization of Scripture with fasting
and manual labor, "for he had heard that 'he that is lazy,
neither let him eat' (II Thess. 3:10)... "Some of his earn-
ings he spent for bread and some he gave to the poor. "31
Even when he took flight to the "inner mountain," he culti-
vated a small vegetable patch to supply his needs and that
of his visitors. 12 Disciples soon followed. These first
"fathers of the desert" lived alone or by two or threes in
caves or brick-built cells. Their time was likewise spent
in prayer, work, reading and memorizing Scripture. 13 Then
there is the delightful story of John the Dwarf who said to
his elder brother "I should like to be free of all care,
like the angels, who do not work but ceaselessly offer wor-
ship to God. So he hied himself to the desert. After a
week he returned to his brother. He knocked on the door
and his brother called out "Who is there?" He said, "I am
John, your brother." But he replied" John has become an
angel, and henceforth he is no longer among men." Then the
other insisted, "It is I." Nevertheless, his brother did
not let him in immediately but left him in distress until
morning. Then, opening the door, he said to him, "you are
a man and you must once again work in order to eat."

Rule of St. Pachomius (292-346 A.D.

)

In the Rule of St. Pachomius, founder of the coenobites,
manual labor was an essential feature of the life even dur-
ing prayer. For instance a monk "shall not be unoccupied
while he sits in the Assembly (Vigils) but on the straws of
the mat. He shall prepare cords with a quick hand. And
pardon is to be granted to some extent to one who yields to
the infirmity of a weak body" (N.5). "No one shall look at
another who is twining cords or praying, but let him be in-
tent on his own work" (N.7). The prior of each house had to
keep strict account: "They shall count the cords each one
twined in the week and shall write the sum in a tablet and
save this until the end of the year when the account must
be given and the sins of all forgiven. "14 (N. 27) This was
handwork, mind you, to occupy them during vigils.

In the day time, the Pachomian monasteries hummed with
activity as Palladius in the Lausiac History reports: "They
work at every sort of handicraft—cooks, bakers, husband-
men, gardeners, shoemakers, copyists, weavers of baskets
and tender reeds. From their surplus they provide for the
monasteries of women and the prison. They even kept swine,
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which are butchered, sold and given to the sick and aged
poor. 15 Nor was study neglected, for everyone had to know
letters and -to memorize something from Scripture, the mini-
mum of which was the New Testament and the Psalter" (N.140).
When working they shall ponder Scripture or be silent (N. 60)
or "sing Psalms or verses from Scripture until work is done"
(N. 116).

Palladius cites many examples of these early monks and
their devotion to manual labor. "There was Doretheus, a
Theban ascetic, who sat up all night weaving date palms to
earn his food." But the prize goes to Stephen, a Libyan
"who had attained the highest degree of asceticism and he
was accounted worthy of the discernment of grace. He was
afflicted with a terrible ulcerative cancer. He never left
off working with his hands and weaving palm leaves even
while he was undergoing surgery."^

From St. Jerome (345-420) ' we learn that the nuns in
St. Paula's monasteries made clothes for themselves or for
others. They recited the canonical hours at dawn, the third,
sixth and ninth hours, at evening and at midnight. No
sister was allowed to be ignorant of the Psalms and all had
to learn everyday a certain portion of the Scriptures.-"*
Both Paula and her daughter Eustochium studied Hebrew and
could speak it so well that they could chant the Psalms in
Hebrew and could speak the language without a trace of the
pronunciation peculiar to Latin.

1"

St. Basil (329-379) formed no order comparable to that
of Pachomius. His so-called rules are spiritual counsels
and commentaries on Scripture written for his monks. For
him the monastic life was a communal one, giving the frame-
work of perfect Christian life of brotherly love and care
with the asceticism of service (work) and humility and pen-
itence for sin. Liturgical prayer framed a day of work and
meditative reading. The work was agricultural and craft.
He originated a monastic life that exactly suited the genius
of Greek and all the monasteries of the Eastern church
look to him as their patriarch much as western monks look
to Benedict.

In regard to manual labor, St. Basil's counsels are ex-
tremely instructive. He asks "whether prayer and psalmody
ought to afford a pretext for neglecting our work, what
hours are suitable for prayer and above all, whether labor
is necessary?"20 In answer to these questions, he bids his
monks: 1) toil with diligence and not think that the goal
of piety offers an escape from work or a pretext for idle-
ness but an occasion for struggle, for greater endeavor and
for patience in tribulation. . . ?.) Such exertion is not only
beneficial for bringing the body into subjection, but also
for showing charity to the neighbor through us; 3) as daily
sustenance is necessary for everyone, so labor in proportion
to one's strength is also essential; 4) He who has endowed
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us with ability to work demands labor in proportion to our
capacity. 5)Because some use prayer and psalmody as an ex-
cuse for neglecting their work, it is necessary to bear in
mind that for certain tasks a particular time is allotted.
For prayer and psalmody, however, as also, indeed, for some
other duties, every hour is suitable, that, while our hands
are busy at their tasks, we may praise God sometimes with
the tongue... or if not, with the heart at least, in "psalms,
hymns and spiritual canticles" (Col. 3:16). Thus in the
midst of our work we can fulfill the duty of prayer, giving
thanks to Him Who has granted strength to our hands for per-
forming our tasks, and cleverness to our minds for acquiring
knowledge, and for having provided the materials, both that
which is in the instruments and that which forms the matter
of the arts in which we may be engaged, praying that the
work of our hands may be directed toward its goal, the good
pleasure of God. Thus we acquire a recollected spirit

—

when in every action we beg from God the success of. our la-
bors and satisfy our debt of gratitude to Him, and when as
has been said, we keep before our minds the aim of pleasing
Him." 21

In Question 42 On the Aim and Disposition with which a
workman should perform his tasks, he states clearly that the
primary motive should be fraternal charity. "Everyone,
therefore, in doing his work, should place before himself
the aim of service to the needy and not his own satisfac-
tion. "22 if one cannot do this, "it is better for each per-
son to minister to himself at least and not be a burden to
others than to live in idleness... But he who is striving
eagerly for perfection should work night and day 'that he might
have something to give to him who suffereth need.' "23
(Eph. 4:28).

It is, however, John Cassian (365-435) who gives the full-
est treatment and the most comprehensive reason for the combi-
nation of manual labor and prayer for the monk. Over and
over again he stresses the importance of manual labor for
purity of heart and contemplation: "A monk must be ready in
mind for all the work and business of the monastery... For
he will be proved to be more ardent in purity of heart for
spiritual progress and knowledge of divine things in propor-
tion as he is the more earnest in his zeal for obedience and
work. "24

In speaking of Psalmody, he observes: "For they give them-
selves up to the reading of Holy Scripture and to prayers and
to manual labor day and night with such fervor that they had
no desire or thought of food..."

"And they allow no time to pass idly without the perform-
ance of some work, because, not only do they strive with all
earnestness to do with their hands those things which can be
done in the daylight, but also with anxious minds, they ex-
amine into the kind of work which not even the darkness of
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the night can put a stop to, as they hold that they gain a
deeper insight into subjects of spiritual contemplation with
purity of heart, the more earnestly that they devote them-
selves to manual labor... 25 ... and they believe, when they
are diligently exerting themselves, "fchgy are offering to God
a sacrifice—a fruit of their hands. "26

In Chapter XIV dealing with prayer and manual labor, he
expounds at length: "And, therefore, they supplement their
prayer by the addition of labor... For practicing equally the
virtues of the body and soul, they balance what is due to the
outer by what is profitable to the inner man; steadying the
slippery motions of the heart and the shifting fluctuations
of the thought by the weight of labor, like some strong and
immovable anchor, by which the changeableness and wanderings
of the heart, fastened within the barriers of the cell, may
not only forbid the watchful mind to give a hasty consent to
any evil suggestions, but may also keep it safe from any un-
necessary and idle thoughts; so that it ijs not easy to say
which depends on the other — I mean, whether they -practi ce
their incessant manual labor for the sake of spiritual medita-
tion , or whether it is for the sake of their continuous labors
that they acquire such remarkable spiritual proficiency and
light of knowledge ... ^7 By repeating by heart some Psalm or
passage from Scripture, one gives no opportunity or time for
dangerous schemes or evil designs, or even for idle talk, as
both mouth and heart are incessantly taken up with spiritual
meditations . " 28

Finally, Cassian devotes a whole section (Book X) to ac-
cidie which is "weariness or distress of heart—what the old
monks called the noon day devil (from Psalm 90). It common-
ly attacks contemplatives. It produces dislike of the place,
disgust with the cell, disdain of the brethren. It makes
one lazy and sluggish in prayer and work, curiously meddle-
some into the affairs of others. These disturbances, he says,
are caused in us, not by the fault of other people, but by
our own. At bottom, the root cause of this clump of symptoms
is idleness which is cured by manual labor which prevents
many faults. As an adage of the desert has it — a monk who
works is attacked by one devil, but an idler by a legion. "29

St. Dominic, we know, was familiar with the writings of
Cassian and I think we would be justified in saying that man-
ual labor, allied with prayer and study as a means of foster-
ing purity of heart and contemplation, would seem to our Holy
Father eminently fitting for his contemplative nuns. It is
certainly as safe a conjecture as to say that had St. Dominic
read St. Thomas, he would have viewed the matter differently.
At any rate, St. Dominic saw to it that the nuns of Prouille
were kept busy. To spin and weave fifteen quintals—three
thousand pounds—of wool yearly would have been a formidable
task for most nuns.
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"Monks, says St. Thomas, are no more bound than seculars
are." Agreed. But also he elsewhere says that "after "bap-
tism, man needs to pray continually in order to enter heaven;
for though sins are remitted through baptism, there still re-
main the fomes of sin. . . and therefore the faithful stand in
need of prayer. "30 if this is so, then it would seem that
religious are no more obliged to prayer (except as a consti-
tutional obligation) than the Christian in the world, since
Scripture and St. Thomas say that both must pray for the sal-
vation of their souls.

The following of Christ is the primary motive for includ-
ing manual labor as a major observance for the Dominican con-
templative nuns. Our portion in the Order is that of the
humble, hidden life of Nazareth, not the public (apostolic)
life of our Lord. All the members of the Holy Family worked
to earn their daily bread, Joseph and Jesus in the carpenter
shop, Mary at household tasks. Prayer, hearing and contem-
plating the Word of God and manual labor formed the warp and
woof of their lives.

In a secularist society such as ours which differs vastly
from the days of St. Thomas, we are confronted with different
problems. Faith is weak, the sense of the sacred is vanishing,
religion is no longer relevant, some in proud self-sufficiency
boast that God is dead. Kings and nobles no longer build and
endow monasteries. Today's barons of industry and technology
give grants to science labs instead.

How does this shift to the secular affect contemplative
communities, who devote themselves publicly to spiritual
works—prayer, study, vigils? Can we have a claim, as St.
Thomas says, to be supported by those for whose advantage we
work? Isn't our service gratituitous? We pray for all men
the wide world over. Our service is not restricted to the
faithful who support us. And if the number who support us
dwindle , we are obliged to pray for the Order and Church all
the same

.

Take our community, for example. Since 1947, the number
of benefactors has dropped B7°/o, but our income only 6^. With
the offerings of faithful benefactors and the manual labor
of the Sisters, in God's Providence, we have been able to
make ends meet, share with others and set a little aside for
a rainy day.

We still depend on benefactors, but many are old; some
are on Social Security. Still they share with us their pit-
tance. While our Lord praised the generosity of the poor
widow who threw her last penny (Luke 21:1-4), I wonder if He
would praise us, if we did not Tabor for our bread and butter.

The laity today expect nuns to work, to identify -curs-elves

with- 'the poor and, by our manual labor, to thus express our
poverty.
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We are not activists if we labor for our necessities, nor
do we neglect the "better part" of liturgical and personal
prayer and study of the Word of God. Isn't this a question
of balance? The three-fold division of prayer, study and
manual labor has kept monks and contemplative nuns spiritu-
ally, physically and emotionally healthy and fervent. Wasn't
the downfall of Cluny due to concentration on liturgical pray-
er to the exclusion of study and manual labor? Cluny, heavily
endowed by benefactors, hadn't a financial care in the world,
but they ceased to draw generous aspirants.

We do not extol manual labor as praiseworthy to the detri-
ment of prayer and study. Any good thing can be run into the
ground. If excessive fasting and prolonged vigils produce
weariness of spirit (and they often do), it won't be long be-
fore these are abandoned and we end up with an infirmary of
hypochondriacs

.

Contemplative nuns of today have a special mission to
restore the sense of the sacred, not only by prayer, study
and contemplation, but also by their manual labor. But how
can we be a countersign to the forces of desacrali^ation un-
less we know the root causes: lack of faith and worship of
mammon

.

The Age of Enlightenment robbed men of faith. With the
advent of the industrial revolution and technology, the exn
ploitation of God's material creation for the profit motive
began. Desacralization followed — work and worker lost in-
tegrity. Production for profits and production's sake begot
a utilitarian, throwaway ethic which is now beginning to in-
clude people—the unborn, the old and incurable, the mentally
retarded. We are not only suffering from the pollution of
air, land, stream and ocean, but from an ethical, moral and
social environment contamination as well. The little "space
ship" of earth is headed for trouble if self-sufficient man
enthrones himself as a god. On the debit side, his social
engineering is fast creating a hell on earth—exhaustion of
earth's resources, pollution, recession, unemployment, moral
degeneracy, drug addiction, violence, abortion, euthanasia,
the atom bomb.

Was there no one with foresight to diagnose our condition
and to prescribe a remedy? Indeed there was, the crack-pot
prophets, whom no one took seriously — Father Vincent
McNabb, J.R.R. Tolkien, Eric Gill, Dorothy Sayers, C.S. Lewis
among them. They were not against use of the machine, but
against the subjection of man to greod and the abuse of tech-
nology when it renders disservice to mankind.

But what can contemplative mins do about it, now that the
"signs of the times" are so evident? A great deal, I should
say. Contemplatives are needed more than ever today to be a
pinch of yeast to leaven society, not only by prayer and
study, but by manual labor.
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Manual labor is not inimical to prayer and contemplation
as St. Basil and Cassian have shown. The daily experience of
nuns affirms it. Moreover, when manual labor is deprived of
its contemplative dimension, it becomes mere physical labor,
meaningless, mechanical action.

On the other hand, contemplative s who become proficient
in some manual skill can as easily raise mind and heart to
God as women who gossip while they knit.

Contemplatives soon learn that work is for service—the
gift of self in the service of the community—an expression
of fraternal love. As far as the profit motive is concerned,
they work with a certain disinterestedness, relying on the
Providence of God. Nevertheless, there should be some ade-
quate remuneration for labor well done.

Contemplatives know from experience that prayer and manual
labor are an effectual preventative for accidie, and accidie
doesn't just afflict monks and nuns. It pervades much of
secular society today. Nor does accidie mean lack of hustle.
The fact is restlessness (activism) is one of its symptoms.
Dorothy Sayers has described it well: ... "the sapping of all
the faculties by indifference and by the sensation that life
is pointless and not worthwhile. "31 Today the people of God
need the example of contemplatives to combat the insidious
inroads of this disease in modern society. And many are tak-
ing up gardening and crafts to combat ennui (accidie) or to
relax from the pace of modern life.

By sign and witness, contemplatives do not only preach to
the world the goal to be reached, that is, eternal life, but
they likewise indicate the way that leads to it. If the
spirit of the beatitudes which animates the discipleship of
Christ is to vivify any and every form of Christian life, the
life of the contemplative testifies that such can be put into
practice during one's earthly existence. This witness will
exercise a more forceful influence on men of our times to the
degree that it is collective or rather social — a contempla-
tive community which in and through God's grace strives to
become what Pope Paul describes as "a small ideal society in
which love, obedience, innocence, freedom from created things,
and the art of turning them to good use, in which prevail the
spirit, peace and — in a word — the Gospel. "3?
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WITNESSES FROM THE DESERT

Vocation stories from YES, GOD

by

Mother Teresa Maria Ortega, O.P.,

Monastery of the Mother of God, Olmedo, Spain

translated by Sr. Mary of the Holy Cross, O.P.,

Buffalo

Introduction

The desert is not sterile, not mute ... "The desert shall rejoice and blossom; like

the crocus it shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice with joy and singing" (Is 35, 1). This

desert, the home of contemplatives, is filled with a voice, the voice of love and song.

Contemplative life is an adventure fraught with mystery, and in spite of all that has

been said and written to the contrary, the desert, filled with God, is firmly established

in our world.

"I am writing to you," says a young friend of mine, " because I have been told —
and I am not sure if I believe it, but at least it has raised a doubt in my mind — that

the contemplative life is already judged and condemned. They say there is an all-

pervading emptiness among the rank and file of contemplative religious, and that the

anguish they experience is a slow agony, yet with a dreadful swiftness about it."

You have heard the same thing? This does not surprise me. So many things are

said! Since the question has been raised, I will give my answer, and I will give it with

total honesty and with actual facts which can be verified quite easily.

First, as to the agony. The contemplative life cannot be said to 'agonize', since it

shares in the very life of God, and God cannot agonize. Though much has been said

about 'the death of God' he is Life itself, and as such, agony is utterly alien to him.

Further, in regard to contemplation, we know that God contemplates himself

unendingly, in infinite bliss, and that having made us for himself he has wished us to

enter into this contemplation. This is his plan for all of us, and if we do not discover it

here on earth, we know through faith that the profound secrets of contemplation will

be given us in eternity.

But you are wondering about the organized, structured contemplative life, about
the spirit of the desert, about what it means to be submerged, by profession, in the

mystery of contemplation.

Contemplative life, as indeed all aspects of human life, has suffered a violent

convulsion in recent years. Great things have come out of this, such as a clearer idea

of mission and a deeper consciousness of responsibility. While some elements have
gradually disappeared, others have surfaced which stress basic essentials, and efforts

have been made to restructure the life on the firm ground of these fundamental
elements.

New structures have appeared; former structures have been given life and
meaning; still other structures, maintained through a powerful and vigorous
depth of spirituality, have survived in all their gigantic strength.
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As history continues to witness the development of contemplative life, new
arrivals join the great 'arteries' of contemplation, the 'running waters' enriching the
desert. It is interesting to see them come out of such diverse backgrounds, localities,

conditions, to lose themselves, like drops of water, in the great stream.

Let me give you some samplings — only the names will be missing — from the
vintage years between 1965 and 1972.

A girl of nineteen arrives in the desert. Her life has been tumultuous. In a
university teeming with contrasting currents of thought and mores, she has experienced
deeply the challenges of today. She comes from 'the outside'. There seems to be little

difference now between a national or foreign university, though perhaps certain

problems are more pressing beyond our frontiers. At any rate, our candidate is well

acquainted with the communistic atmosphere pervading the world. She knows about
freedom, liberty, liberties, perhaps even libertinism. She knows about drugs and their

consequences, about the brain-washing that would obliterate the thought of God from
her mind. She knows struggle and even flight from God, in an effort to somehow
uproot him from life and living. And she is familiar with the attempt to circulate the

idea that God is no more than a myth created by a weak mind, an evasion of personal
responsibility. She has heard all these things and they are hammering at her brain. She
does not know where she is going, disoriented as she is.

Life in the family circle had been difficult because there was hostility to the

reality of God. Nowhere could she find help. In this profoundly disorganized life, she
had begun to feel the anguish of a totally confused human being. Unable to

understand even her own self, she was plunged in desolation. In vain she sought help.

All this time, however, Someone was pursuing her:

"The Lover passed by, vested in beautiful garments;
passed by my side in a dark night,

and my eyes saw not his form." (St. John of the Cross)

She would understand this later, after she began to reassess all the events of her

life. Things are seen more clearly in retrospect. She went blindly along her way , but he
was pursuing her, and when he pursues ... but I will be brief. The Lover had clearly

manifested himself. She had come face to face with God. The rest is easy to guess.

God introduced her to 'the wealth of his running waters' — the waters of

Baptism, of the Eucharist, Reconciliation, Confirmation. It all poured out over her life

like a rushing torrent. God was in a hurry, and he swept her along quickly.

In October of 1968 she made her First Communion; in the following January she

entered the cloister. Two days before her entrance she received the sacrament of
Confirmation, giving her life the blow — the strength — needed for the journey, for

the new struggles which were about to begin. The call to contemplation is demanding.
Love had brought her to the desert, and now the desert enveloped her in its light.

Is this the end of the story? Yes, and No. There followed the 'dailyness of life',

the 'sameness' which is both serious and difficult. Dazed to some extent, and pained by
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what she called the 'ravings' of her former disorientation, she often repeated:

"You loved me so much, and I did not know it!

Weep, my eyes, at my blindness." (St. Augustine)

But today, far from limiting herself to tears of regret for her past blindness, she

gives herself over to discovering and enjoying the luminous, panoramic view opening
up to her through her new life of faith. This she longs to live intensely.

"One thing I do, forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what
lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of

God in Christ Jesus" (Phil 3, 13-14).

She runs to meet God's call!

"The fact is that ..."

This was the phrase another used to defend herself against God, against her call,

against herself. "I think I have a vocation, but the fact is ..." "I would start out today,

but the fact is ..." "I might venture to take the train today, but the fact is ..." The true

fact was that she wanted to defend herself against her vocation. She chose this phrase
from life's ignoble current, a mere drop in the river leading downstream.

She was the only daughter in the family, neither a university student nor an office

worker. She drifted through life, without thinking too much, for she found thought
wearisome. She went along at her own pace, unhurried and undisturbed.

One day, however, she heard the sound of a hurried step behind her, and she
stopped to look back. Terrified, she quickened her pace. She heard the footsteps

following, following. She stopped her ears. Now it was better. She wished neither to

hear nor to understand. It seemed to her that this sound, penetrating as it had to the

very marrow of her bones, might captivate her. She did her utmost to ignore it, but to

no avail. The Voice had gained entrance to her inmost being in spite of all resistance.

She struggled to be free of it. She tried to convince herself that it was a mere illusion.

"There is in my heart, as it were, a burning fire, shut up in my bones, and I am weary
with holding it in, and I cannot" (Jer 20,9).

The wound went deep. She could not sleep, could not free herself. She continued
to run away, and the Voice pursued. The call became urgent. "O Lord, thou has
deceived me, and I was deceived; thou art stronger than I, and thou hast prevailed"

(Jer 20,7). God had seduced her. There was no escape. His voice thundered. It gave
her no peace. Had not he himself said, "Behold, I stand at the door and knock" (Rev
3, 20)?

Constraint? Sheer force? It looks like that, but no. She opened the door herself.

Once that Voice is heard, a person cannot live without God, no matter what the cost.

If God ceases to call, the soul ceases to resist. Demanding though it is, the sound of
the Voice is so sweet and penetrating that to live without it would be unbearable.

In spite of everything, she continued to struggle. I do not know whether to call

the battle ignoble or valiant, but she took it up daily. In the end, Love won. "I love

you ... Do you know this? ... I love you." "I have loved you with an everlasting love"
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(Jer. 31,3). "I love you more than anyone else does. And I invite you to the silent

banquet. Come!"

Yes, God. You are right when you say, "Is not my word like fire, and like a

hammer which breaks the rock in pieces?" (Jer 23, 29).

She had given herself. Still, one could sometimes hear, "The fact is ..." in a low
voice. This phrase became proverbial, but the response was clear: "What has straw in

common with wheat?" (Jer 23, 28). She knew well how to blow away the straw and
keep the wheat, God's call to her. "Yes, God. I will go with you wherever and however
you wish. But the fact is ..."

And the fact was that she abandoned her own slow and tiresome pace and picked
up God's. Today she worries about time lost. But no matter. It does not pay to look
back. She goes forward without fear. Her gaze is fixed upon the mysterious horizon,

and she goes from strength to strength, fascinated, filled with enthusiasm.

At first the adventure had been hidden in fog. Today, her sky is clear and
transparent, and she looks with eyes of faith on distant vistas of love, new conquests.
She knows where she is going. She feels herself powerfully drawn to a universal

vocation and a mission that participates in Christ's own mission.

There is much more to her story, but only Christ can tell it. We cannot lay a

finger upon the untouchable. Only Christ can reveal the whole, unique story of each
human person. The story is unspeakably beautiful, because it is a part of his own story.

"The Virgin and I alone ... and no one else." So said a young girl happily as she
'leaped' into the desert of her cloister, carried, according to her, in the arms of our
Lady and Mother.

Her story is a simple one. From a very early age she became familiar with the

word 'God'. She believes that it was written in her soul by Mary. On the day of her
First Communion in 1956, she became clearly aware that God was the center of her
life. Her passionate love for our Lady during the course of those early years was a

constant tug' towards the heights.

Her entrance upon a new way of life was quite simple. God presented her with

unceasing surprises, demands; she always responded. She encountered many of God's
witnesses during her life, and they marked out sure pathways for her. She came from a

good family and had many good friends. According to her own testimony, everyone
and everything helped her to encounter God. It all seemed to her very simple.

But I wonder. Is it such a simple thing that God should fall in love with a human
being? And again, is it so simple that the faith of a mere child could discover the

mystery of God, and respond unswervingly to it up to her twentieth birthday?

God sought her; she sought God. She sought him in the desert and found him
there, and there she remains ... a life unfolding and desiring to fly, impetuously but
hiddenly, toward God, a life lived for him and for others.

In this flight, this pleasing silence of God, her love of the Virgin grows ever
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stronger, truer, ever more filled with life.

Now I will take you to an industrial area, a factory where we find restlessness,

social upheaval, struggles between capital and labor, strikes, the fever of revolt,

communistic currents, the absence of God.

She is nineteen years old. I knew her when she was fifteen. She arrived at the

desert with her vocation 'in her hands', in her eyes, in her soul. I asked her, "Since

when did you feel you had a vocation?" With her tranquil, deep gaze — blue as the

sky and the sea — synthesizing within her the heights and depths, she looked away
into space, seemingly scanning her life to find a date. Her gaze returned from a great

distance, and like one who cannot find what she is searching for, she said, "Since

always".

Since always! Her Friend, God, had been gazing at her 'since always', and she

had been aware of that look, she knew it. The calendar gave her no date. She was
following another calendar which does not register days or years. She made her

calculations in terms of heart-beats, responses, a life pursuing an ideal with theological

foundations and ecclesial strength. When her nineteenth birthday arrived, after

engaging in a fierce battle of the spirit, she won her way to the region of the desert.

There she is, living for everyone!

The way of the desert is not easy; it is neither escape nor evasion. It means a

direct confrontation with life. Desert life becomes the life of all my brothers and
sisters; I share in their struggles, fatigue, painful 'climbing'. Their burdens become
mine. Yes, it weighs sometimes, but it does not crush or overwhelm because 'love has
wings, and the greater the burden, the lighter it becomes'.

There are those who think that the desert destroys life. I would say, on the

contrary, that it restores, reactivates life with all its richness, its struggles, pain, joy,

separations, solitude, with all that makes it up. The desert is the forger of a new race

of human beings: those who do not live for themselves but for others. Desert dwellers

become deeply sensitive to the problems of all the world. If this is not what happens in

the desert, then this is not the desert, but something else.

The contemplative needs to forget herself and enter into the orbit of God and of
others. Her way is to think little of her own personal struggles, anguish or hardships.

These are not important to her. What matters is that she obtain the world's response
to God, regardless of the cost to herself. She does this in faith, without benefit of
consolations, and as she climbs to the heights where God awaits her she draws the
world after her. Such love is contagious.

"Do you believe in agnostics?" This is how she opened the conversation, this

strange girl, so difficult to understand, with a temperament apparently little suited to

community life. She was studying engineering, and she looked at life with misgivings,

through a hole in the iron curtain behind which she had taken refuge from all the
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world.

She arrived, she looked around and she proceeded to complicate, muddle,
confound, confuse everything. She made life very difficult for herself. But behind that

impenetrable facade there was a strong will and clear vision. The vision knocked at the
door of the will and the will opened. The will surrendered, and her entire being
entered into the mystery of the desert.

Struggles? Yes, but do not struggles open us up, purify us, make us whole? She
fought valiantly, and continues to fight against herself in a very special way. And she
continues also to penetrate the profound depths of silence, prayer, life, death. I shall

not recount all her battles. Why should I? They are very much like yours, like mine.
They are the talisman of human nature, reflected in each one who comes here. That is

the power of the desert. It takes to itself all conflicts and struggles and understands
them.

It is beautiful to think how God enters into a human heart and takes it to himself
and to wherever he wills it to be. It is beautiful to see the plurality of our humanity, of
the Church, of vocations. This vast, spreading 'vegetation' of the Church with her
missionaries, secular institutes, congregations, her dedicated laity and enriching move-
ments of Christian families is like the 'magic carpet' of a luxuriant garden which gives

rest to the eyes and lightens the heart. All this makes life beautiful. It is like a family,

where differences in character and temperament should unite rather than divide,

complement each other rather than restrict, each member being enriched in the

possession of all the others. Here is the fulfillment of Jesus' prayer "that they may all

be one" (Jn 17, 21). And if they are one, it is because all things are subsumed in the

commonwealth of community goods, where there is but 'one heart and soul in God'
(Rule of St. Augustine).

Our young agnostic has ceased to be one. She has entered into the experience of

God. She has also ceased to be abstemious. The austere fare of the desert agrees with

her, body and soul. She continues to climb the slope of the mountain, that difficult

mountain that tires one out as it shapes and reshapes one's whole life. The
transformation is gradual. The desert is still a new experience for her. Her first

discoveries make a deep impression even now. But a change is noticeable. Everything
points to an intense, ongoing movement into the thicket, into the depths where she will

encounter the vast human world with its problems and preoccupations.

Among her many problems, she struggles with the 'mathematics' of life. For her,

everything is converted into numbers, lines, sizes. She files all things in her head,

whether it be our poor old porcelain dinner plates, or theological concepts, or the

valiant determinations she has to make each day. Frequently we find her abstracted. In

these abstractions, her fingers play an important role. They curl inward or extend,

according to circumstance. At times we hear, "First, second, third ..." as she holds her
little finger over her thumb, leaving the other three fingers free; because they are

strong, they will give her greater assurance as she marshalls and numbers her ideas.

When she surprises herself counting, she laughs and changes her mathematical signs to

others that might correspond to apocalyptic signs.

But no matter. Life is like that. There are other people who turn everything into

poetry. The secret is that everything, everything, is converted into God. What
difference does it make by which path we climb to him? She continues to advance.

God awaits her, and gives her signs. He lets his banner fly, and she knows that the

banner lifted against her is the banner of love.
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Let me tell you about one of the most beautiful desert witnesses I have ever

known. She is ninety-two years old. When she entered she was fifteen. Great journey!

Her life is a long story. But it is something much deeper that enthralls me. She
began her journey like a giant, rejoicing to run in the way of her vocation. The first

years were full of hope; in the second stage, there were vast desires for conquest; then
came full maturity and works. On she ran, devouring the miles. She struggled, rose

from victory to victory, fell, rose quickly, resumed her flight. Always new desires, new
conquests, new heights.

Some say that after a certain age the enthusiasm for life fades out. But on the

contrary, she is beginning her nineties with a sparkle and zest that prove her

undimmed love. (True, she is a little preoccupied at times as to whether she has been
overlooked in the Father's house, and she would really like a definitive settlement

about this. But not in the winter, she hastens to add. She does not want to

inconvenience her Sisters. Midsummer? The feast of her predilection, August 15th?

But that would not quite do. She knows she is much loved, that her 'transplant' to

eternity is going to provoke some tears. It would hardly be fitting that tears should
flow on the day of our Lady's Assumption.) In reality, she is quite content to leave the

arrangements to God. Meanwhile, she says she has already started her life in eternity.

She thinks that the only thing left of her on earth are her shoes and perhaps a little

more.

It is a joy to see her walking so rapidly with her little cane, losing none of her
cheerfulness because she knows that although they may have forgotten her in the

'upper chambers' it will not be for long. This thought fills her with delight.

In regard to her little cane, I must say something. Sometimes she leans on it, but
at other times, the greater part of the time, she carries it in her hand or she hangs it

on her forearm. Many times she places it on the small table at which she works. Is this

little cane so necessary to her? Not really. Fidelity to her 'friend' plays a great role

here. She began using it when she broke her thigh bone, and it did so many services

for her that she does not want to part company with it. Indeed, it does help her in

many ways: it keeps her company, she can lean on it if she chooses, but above all she
wants to show her gratitude and fidelity. She wan,ts to be grateful and faithful even to

inanimate things. She gives them all some of that vibrant gratitude she has for her
Creator, that fidelity to her calling which has been her response all her life long.

She sleeps well. It worries her that she cannot keep vigil and offer the nights to

her God, although she does that at all hours. She would like to do more, but she falls

asleep very quickly since she lives without preoccupations. At dawn she places herself

in the heart of the Church, and from there she joins in all the Masses being offered in

all continents. She has a big heart, and it continues to enlarge as her skin shrinks.

Remarkable: the body contracts as the soul expands! As mortal life declines, the other
life is rejuvenated. "Your youth is renewed like the eagle's" (Ps 103, 5). Something is

happening which is renewed each day as the shores of eternity draw nearer and
brighter.

She is always first at everything. In the morning she is first at prayer. During the
day she divides her time between prayer and work. She is a stranger to idleness. She
does everything she can. She would like to serve everyone. She thinks about the whole
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world, and offers it all to God that he may bless it and make it holy. She is greatly

impressed by humanity's discoveries, and admires the human mind. She is dazzled by
surgery. She herself had to undergo surgery for a broken thigh bone at eighty and
came through it splendidly. Although she would have liked to die then, she admired
the doctors and their skill and was profoundly grateful to them. Her dominant note is

gratitude. God is her passion, and in him and to him she draws us all.

Her life is strongly theological and her theology is lively. We can see many virtues

in her, but there are two that stand out for their contrast: austerity and magnanimity.
She wants nothing for herself; everything seems too much for her. But for others,

everything seems too little; she is gladdened when they get relief or help, a few drops
of fresh water for their struggles in the 'ascent'.

It is beautiful to end life thus, to vibrate with color in an autumn evening. God is

eternally young, and whoever draws near to him experiences his surging life. Our
nonagenarian continues to advance. Some of us saw her begin her journey. But more
important for us is to see her end it. To arrive at the goal belongs to the victor in the

stadium, and "to the victor I will give the crown of life" (Rev 2, 10).

ST. DOMINIC

by L. Warcecki .

(20th century)

At the entrance
to the

House of
St. Dominic

FANJEAUX
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SAINT DOMINIQUE EN LAURAGAIS. Guide des lieux-saints dominicains: Prouille -

Fanjeaux - Montreal. Marie-Humbert Vicaire, O.P. Saint-Paul Fribourg, 1975, 2nd Ed

64 pages.

In the Introduction to this small book Father Vicaire states
that Prouille, Fanjeaux and Montreal represent for St. Dominic
nine years of intense apostolic evangelization, of prayer, reflec-
tion and rich experience. The Order of Preachers was to be the
immediate fruit. He goes on to say that these three localities
deserve to be called the Dominican "holy places". Eight centuries
after the events, they still preserve the mark of the foundation
and vestiges of the radiance of the sanctity of the Preacher.

The intent of the author of this guide is to enable the pil-
grim to profit fully from a visit to these places. Historical and
geographical data is provided for the localities and monuments
attached to the memory of St. Dominic and the first brothers and
sisters, as well as their significance. It is hoped the visitor
will find again the person and spirit of the founder of the Preach-
ers and be helped to form a bond through the places which wit-
nessed the deeds of the saint and the 13th century texts which
related them.

Father Vicaire has obviously "lived with" St. Dominic and the
history of the Order for many years. In this book he shares the
wealth of this experience with anyone who would journey to these
Dominican "holy places" in spirit, even if not in fact.

Sister Claire Lavoie, O.P., very graciously responded to the
request to translate from the French the excerpt which follows.

C. Presence of St. Dominic at Prouille

However, the main presence of Dominic at Prouille is found
not in buildings--which have long since disappeared-- nor in what
remains of the feudal "turf," or original site. It appears in
the living community of Dominican sisters who, for nearly eight
centuries—even during a time when their form of life was threat-
ened by the social pressures of the old regime--have continued to
express a fundamental aspect of the inspiration of their founder.
For this great missionary, Prouille was not just a secondary effort,
soon forgotten on the margins of his apostolic activities. On the
contrary! Right from the beginning he intended this house of sis-
ters, radiant in their prayer, austerity and purity, to be an in-
tegral part of his preaching, even of his own personal sense of
balance in the apostolic life. While he continually presented to
his brothers the model of the apostles sent out two by two by the
Lord to proclaim the Kingdom of God, he also believed that, like
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the apostles, they should first receive the best part of their
strength from the fervor of a fraternal life where all things
would be held in common.

Also, whenever he returned to the society of his brothers, or
of the sisters at Prouille, "he conformed himself in everything
to the community." Not only with regard to food or the schedule.
He wanted to pray in common, according to the liturgical hours;
to discuss in common, at the almost daily chapters, the efforts of
moral progress and spiritual life as well as the apostolic concerns;
to study in common. He regarded even the humble details of daily
life as matter for this common observance, "so that the uniformity
observed in the customs might rekindle and make manifest exteriorly
the unity which we should possess in our hearts." Was it not the
fraternal unanimity of the apostles and first christians, "who had
but one heart and one mind, " that constituted the essence of the
witness of mutual charity which gave such great power to these same
apostles to proclaim the resurrection of the Lord and increase each
day the number of those on the way of salvation?

In return for this radiant community which Prouille provided
for him, before the Order was founded, Dominic gave instruction to
his sisters, as he did later for the sisters of Saint Sixtus in
Rome: "teaching them about the Order, for they had no other masters
to form them in this way of life." He especially liked to speak to
religious. He had above all a great gift for consoling his breth-
ren, knowing how to encourage anyone who was troubled in his voca-
tion, sometimes by way of firmness that invites self-transcendence,
sometimes by way of mercy that is moved in face of another's suf-
fering and shares it by taking it on oneself. He knew how to com-
mand with clarity and relevance, as in the brief letter that he
wrote to the sisters in Madrid. He also knew how to make them
relax, as he did with the sisters in Rome one afternoon when the
heat had been oppressive. He ordered a cup of wine to be brought,
which was passed around first among the friars who were present
and then, on the other side of the enclosure, among the sisters—
and it never seemed to be emptied. And Dominic told them: "Drink
freely, my daughters!" This "simplicity on all occasions" was
truly St. Dominic's particular charism. It rounded off his poverty
and his refusal of every social dignity. The contemplatives of
Prouille have never had an abbess and are not called "Dame." They
are sisters, cloistered sisters living by the rule of the Preach-
ers—or even sister Preacheresses

.

Sr. Mary of God, O.P.

North Guilford
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